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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION: THE WRO:GESAEE ICE CREAM INDUSTRY ·. 
IN THE UNITED STATES 
Along with the Colonial settlers, who planted in 
the wilds of North America the seed that was later to grow 
into the most prosperous and magnificent nation in the 
history of civilization, came also ice cream. 
Ice cream at that time was not a new product by 
any means. Its beginnings reached far back, in the form of 
water ices, to the era of Alexander the Great around 500 
B.C. However, though not new to the world, ice cream was 
still a gourmet's delicacy and considered quite rare. 
The first historical record of ice cream being 
served in the New World is found in 1700 when a guest 
recorded of a banquet served by Governor Bladen of Maryland, 
"••• and we had a dessert no less Curious, among the Rarities 
of which it "Was Compos'd, was some fine Ice Cream which, 
with the Strawberries and Milk, Eat most Deliciously.n 
This is indicative of the use of ice cream in 
that period--strictly a luxury dessert, a rarity even among 
the wealthy aristocracy. What a far cry from present day 
values, with today's modern plants turning out a far super-
ior product, with a tremendously increased selection, and at 
a price too high only for the most extreme cases of finan-
cial hardships. 
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-The actual manufacture of ice cream for a resale 
purpose was not publicly recorded until the year 1774, when 
a New York caterer named Phillip Lenzi advertised that he 
was :prepared to offer to _nthe gentry, various confectionst 
including Ice Cream."~ 
This advertisement not only qualifies Lenzi as 
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the first commercial manufacturer of ice cream in this coun-
-
try, but also he became the first manufacturer to recognize 
the value of advertising as a merchandising tool to promote 
its sale. 
Evidently impressed with the return on his adver-
tising investment, Lenzi continued advertising his ice 
cream, and highlighting the choice of flavors available as 
late as the November 24, 1777 issue of the New York Gazette-
Mercury. 
Following the lead of Lenzi, other caterers 
entered into the business of making and selling ice cream. 
Although these early pioneers of the present day billion-
dollar industry must technically be termed manufacturers, 
they were an infinite distance away from today's methods 
and degree of efficiency. 
The early eighteenth century ice cream men labor-
iously beat the ice cream mix by hand, then shook the mix 
up and down in a :pan of salt and ice, a crude method called 
x3, p. 10. 
the 11pot freezer 11 method of making ice cream. 
It should be evident from the manufacturing 
methods used in this period that although ice cream was 
offered to the retail trade the price must have been exceed~ 
ingly high for the times~ even though labor costs were low 
and the volume of product made and sold quite small. To 
indicate how little volume must have been involved, cam-
mercial manufacturers of ice cream were still using the 
hand-cranked freezer method as late as l890J Even at this 
relatively late date the production of a large manufacturer 
was only 300 gallons per weeki 
The father of the wholesale ice cream business in 
the United States was ~acob Fussell of Baltimore~ who in 
1851 began the manufacture and wholesale distribution of 
ice cream in that city. He soon expanded his business, 
opening plants in Washington in 1856, in Boston in 1862 and 
in New York City in 1864. His first competition, and the 
first of the infant industry, came from James Horton, who 
founded the Horton Ice Cream Company in New York during the 
same period.x This marked the beginning of a great simul-
taneous advancement and improvement in the industry through 
competitive action. 
With the westward migration of settlers and the 
development of large midwestern cities, a demand for ice 
cream arose. 
x3, p. 11 .. 
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Perry Brazelton, who learned the ice cream busi-
ness from Jacob Fussell, opened a plant in st. Louis in 
1858. He later established plants in Chicago and in Cin-
cinnati, and the wholesale ice cream industry had started 
to roll. From the ~11 beginning of these enterprising 
individuals the modern colossus of today's ice cream 
industry developed. 
First steam power and then electricity helped to 
reduce the wearisome task of turning the handle of a mechan-
ical freezer. Through the use of electrical motors larger 
quantities of ice cream could be manufactured with a great 
deal less effort. 
Another inv~ntion which aided in the shipping and 
storage of ice cream was mechanical refrigeration. With 
the fabulous development of American inventive genius early 
in the twentieth century, the ice cream industry took full 
advantage of technical improvements and applied them to 
induce a remarkable rate of growth. 
These inventions made ice cream available to more 
people at lower prices, and in better condition. Scientists 
and technicians carried on experiments to speed up the 
freezing process of the ice cream mix. About 192?, the 
first successful commercial freezer applying the continuous 
process was developed by Clarence Vogt. This freezer and 
the creamery package freezer, introduced at about the same 
time, have allowed the ice cream industry to become a mass 
producer of its product. Until this stage ice cream had 
been made in one small batch at a time, a slow process at 
best. Now, with the continuous process freezer, the ice 
cream mix can be put in one ·end of the machine and come 
out the other end as ice cream. 
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Since the development of this process, additional 
improvements have speeded up the manufacture even more--the 
ice cream shoots through the machine in a matter of seconds. 
Most of the large manufacturers now use this instantaneous 
method which was perfected only after long experimentation 
in creating extremely low temperatures. 
From the humble beginning of Phillip Lenzi in New 
York back in 1774, and his advertised "Ice Cream for the 
gentry," the industry has travelled far. The ice cream 
industry can justifiably take a great deal of credit for 
the number of drug stores in this country, some 45,000 of 
them, for druggist associations themselves point out that 
the average drug store cannot exist economically on drug 
sales alone. The ice cream industry was chiefly respon-
sible for the well known ice cream parlor development and 
the now popular luncheonettes throughout the country. These 
have been examples of growing and improving together, and 
the industry is continuing in this growth and improvement 
with the continual discovery of new-type outlets. 
In recent years outlets such as hospitals, schools, 
government agencies, vending machines, food stores, and 
supermarkets have been explored and results show a tremen-
dous new area of expansion for the future of the ice cream 
industry. Of these relatively new fields probably the most 
unlimited and profitable is that offered by the super-
markets. It is the study of the effect, problems, and 
potential of this field with which this thesis will be 
mainly concerned. 
It might be added at this point that much credit 
is due for the background material used in this stud,y to 
the Ice Cream Trade .Journal, and Th~ Supermarket. Merchandi~­
ing publications. 
;CHAJ?TER II 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ICE CREAM MARKETING 
I IN THE TWENTIETH CEUTUR:r 
At the turn of the century the problems of commer-
cial manufacture and storage made ice cream of necessity a 
very expensive dessert item. 
Ice cream was still being made mainly in a crnn-
paratively primitive method, and refrigeration was supplied 
by salt and ice. 
The largest portion of ice cream being consumed in 
the United States was that made in the home by the hand 
operated, two-quart capacity ice cream freezer. 
With the improvement of the manufacturing process, 
sales increased, costs were reduced, and profits rose, 
attracting more :t'1rms into the industry. 
The early outlets for ice cream were divided 
roughly into two categories, both featuring soda fountains: 
1. The ice cream parlor 
2. The drug store 
The early soda fountains, reflecting the taste of 
the ti~es, were huge Victorian affairs, inefficient but 
economically workable, with labor costs very low. These 
units gradually caught the public's fancy and they soon 
established themselves as the local center of various 
functions such as gossip, courting, meeting places and a 
7 
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refreshment s~ot. It was also the birthplace of the well 
known "drugstore cowboy. n As the years have gone by the 
soda fountain has evolved into the modern, highly efficient, 
superbly engineered, streamlined unit it is today. It has 
not, however, lost its c~unity character that made it so 
popular at the turn of the century. 
In those early days ice cream was.truly considered 
an out-and-out luxury"-a reward for well-behaved children 
and a breathless treat for grownups of all ages. 
Strangely enough, one of the biggest factors in 
establishing ice cream in the food class was the medical 
profession. 
Through their programs of a better understanding 
of nutritive values, balanced diets, etc., and health advance-
ment through proper foods, people, in becoming more food 
conscious, became aware of the fact that ice cream was not 
only a universally accepted dessert, but also, because of 
the ingredients used in its manufacture, a valuable addi-
tion to the basic diet. 
Since ice cream is made of such dairy products as 
cream, milk, condensed milk, milk powder and butter, one 
would expect much the same vitamins to be present as are 
found in inilk. 
In general it may be said that ice cream made of 
high quality dairy products is a food of excellent 
nutritional qualities. Since the value of milk in this 
respect has been well established, ice cream, which repre-
sents a concentrated for.m of all that is good in milk, 
should be accepted as a food of high order. 
As a food, ice cream differs from milk in that 
the ratio of fat to milk solids not fat is usually higher, 
and the percentage of fat is higher than it is in milk. 
It is also sweeter than milk because of the addition of 
sugar. In other words, ice cream is a more concentrated 
food than milk (see Table I) and in the opinion of many 
food educators at least as digestible, due to the current 
practice of homogenizing all the ingredients excepting 
injected fruits and candies. 
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Ice cream moved fast into hotels and restaurants 
as a dessert, not because of nutritive reasons, but because 
food men discovered that even a fancy serving of ice cream 
was less expensive than most other desserts. Hospitals 
quickly added ice cream to their menus, realizing the tre-
mendous assistance and comfort ice cream could be to the 
sick, especially in cases of tonsilectomy, sore throat, 
and tender stomach, where sherbets were particularly soothing. 
Schools and other institutions by this time were 
heavy users of ice cream in their food programs,. happy at 
the fact that they were supplying a highly.nutritive food 
that was strongly accepted by the students. 
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With ice cream thus being merchandised to the 
public and with the growing interest on the part of the 
public in health improvement, ice cream had definitely 
graduated from the label "luxury" into the basic food 
groups. 
This advance of ice cream into the food class 
served only to provide added ~easons for people to use this 
universally popular product. 
The biggest single factor holding back large 
volume purchase of ice cream was the necessity of holding 
the product at an extremely low temperature. The consumer 
was faced with the alternatives of using ice cream almost 
immediately or watching it melt. In the early years of 
this century there existed no practical way for the family 
group to stock ice·cream in the home for future use. 
Because of this, all but a small portion of the ice cream 
volume at this time was sold at the retail outlet to be 
consumed at the t·ime of purchase in the form of soda foun ... 
tain servings. The soda fountain sales of ice cream 
represented more than 80% of the total ice cream volume at 
that time. 
With the advent in the 192Qrs of practical, domes-
tic electric refrigeration, the door was opened for the 
increased use of ice cream in the home. However, it was to 
be many years before this increased volume would be realized. 
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This was due to various influences: 
1. Though electric or mechanical refrigeration 
for the home became practical in the twenties~ 
it did not become possible economically for a 
large portion of the buying public until the 
mid-thirties, or until the country was emerg-
ing from the economic crisis following the 
t29 crash. 
2. Notwithstanding the large number of home 
refrigerators in use as late as 1941, before 
production was stopped, the main function of 
these appliances was to refrigerate perishable 
foods of the above freezing temperature cate-
gories, and only a small amount of freezing 
capacity was provided (usually only enough for 
ice cubes). 
3. Since ice cream was still not recognized as an 
important supermarket take-out item, represen-
tation in large volume outlets was small. In 
those few food store locations where ice cream 
was handled, it was usually relegated to the 
status of a backroom item, "available if 
requested. tt Contrast this type of mercba.ndis~ 
ing to the strategically located ice cream 
departments in supermarkets today, designed to 
take full advantage of the impulse buying 
motives attached to ice cream. 
Prewar handling of ice cream in markets 
resulted in average sales of 200 gallons per 
year per store handling ice cream, as com-
pared to average drug store sales of 2,500 
gallons per pear per store.x 
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4. The ice cream industry, on seeing more than 
80% of its annual volume comprising bulk ice 
cream, expended all its energies in promoting 
the ice cream business at fountains and ice 
cream parlors. All the advertising, promo-
tional effort, new flavor developments, and 
pricing discounts were concentrated on this 
type of outlet. 
~re~packaging by the manufacturer was inade-
quate for take-out business, being handled 
usually by the manufacturer and the re.tailer 
more or less as a convenience item. Little 
effort at all was made in pre-war years to 
promote and push the sale of pre-packaged 
take-out ice cream trade. Factory-filled 
packages were usually lacking in an adequate 
variety o~ flavors, attractiveness of design, 
reasonable pricing, and many times were of a .. 
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lower quality than the company's other ice \ 
cream products. 
With the constant technical advancement on 
the part of the refrigeration manufacturers~ 
·-
and wit~ the opening up of the commodity-
starved post~war markets~ three things banded 
together brought about a tremendous change in 
the volume of ice cream. As compared to pre~ 
war levels, ingredient and labor costs 
attached to bulk ice cream rose sharply~ 
making an increase in both wholesale and 
retail prices imperative. However, with 
this increase in price 1 sales started to 
decline. In order to retain their competi-
tive position with other dessert it~s such 
as pies and cakes, puddings, cookies, etc. 
the ice cream industries were forced to find 
additional sources of volume. 
The development and enlarg~ent of freezer 
capacity in the home refrigerator, coupled 
with the tremendous number of sales of these 
home appliancas, provided the means of stock-
ing ice cream in the home. This factor~ 
together with the recognition by supermarket 
operators of ice cream and frozen foods as 
profitable and fast-selling products, and 
I . 
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their locating of choice floor space for 
these departments, brought the manufacturer 
to the crossroads. In general the industry 
recognized the potential and moved into a 
concentrated program of developing the pre-
packaged self-service take-home trade. 
CHAPTER III 
THE EMERGENCE OF SUPER:M"ARKETS 
A supermarket is defined as a departmentalized 
food store operating on a self-service basis, which has at 
least the four basic food departmentsM-i. e. grocery, meat, 
produce and dairy. Minimum annual sales volume is usually 
about $40o,ooo.x. 
During the early part of 1932 Robert Otis and 
Roy Dawson, two merchandising men with years of association 
with leading department stores and food chains, started the 
Big Bear Super Market, in Hoboken, New ~ersey. 
They persuaded a Hoboken wholesaler to join them, 
leased the vacant Durant automobile factory at a nominal 
price, and converted it into a large establishment for 
retailing foods and household merchandise. 
They utilized the first floor of the building, 
comprising 50,000 square feet, and converted it into a 
circus-like food department, surrounding it with eleven 
other specialty departments. 
The entire layout of fixtures was of cheap con-
struction, giving a temporary bazaar-like appearance. They 
built pine tables, loaded them with merchandise and piled 
up hundreds of market baskets at the door. Across the road 
a free parking lot was leased and opened up to the public. 
X10, P• 1. 
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When everything was ready for the opening on December a, 
1932, full page ads in the local papers told the story in a 
big splash, announcing the opening of the country's biggest 
supermarket--the Big Bear--and the start had been made. 
Early reactions from associated business leaders 
to this large-scale, low overhead retailing ranged from 
wide-eyed amazement and genuine interest to bitter attacks 
and reproaches, particularly from the food chains and food 
independents. Ma~y attempts to declare these operations 
illegal were made and countless hundreds of roadblocks were 
thrown up, such as attempted intimidation of manufacturers 
and newspapers, etc. However, in the first year of opera-
tion the original Big Bear realized grocery sales of 
$2,188000 with a net profit of $166,000 stemming from an 
investment of only $10,000. 
Since that memorable opening and its famous battle 
with chains ·and independents, supermarkets have sprung up 
all over the world, with over 14,500 operating in the United 
States in 1951 ($490,000 per year).x 
In May 1933, in Somerville, Massachusetts, New 
England's first supermarket wa·s opened. Many of the same 
problems occurred here as were experienced in New Jersey. 
Operating on 12t%markup on grocery items, (33% for service 
stores) lower prices brought thousands of shoppers that 
purchased $2,500,000 worth of goods the first year. 
X 10, p. a • 
............. ______________ __ 
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Following the 1929 crash manufacturers in a posi-
tion to supply the supermarkets frequently doubted their 
permanency and were reluctant to do business with them in 
fear of alienating the more established channels of retail 
distribution. 
However, the return of more normal economic conw 
di'tions in the late thirties failed to bring about the dis ... 
appearance of the supermarkets. Gradually the conviction 
gained ground that this new retailing device had come to 
stay, as unusual as its methods at first appeared in the 
light of traditional merchandising practices. 
The recipe followed by prospective super.marketeers 
during the early thirties ran about as follows: 
Select an abandoned factory building, garage or 
warehouse located between two or more population centers 
and surround it with ample parking space. Lease the building 
at the lowest possible price and sub~lease one-half of the 
available floor space to concessionaires. At this point· 
,profit starts without business having yet started. Equip 
the other one~half of the building with cheap pine board 
display tables and load them with heaps of merchandise, 
each topped off with a startling price tag. Applying a 
strict self~service policy, sell 20% of the merchandise 
comprising all national brands·' at 20% below cost; sell 20% 
at cost, and the next 20% at just enough profit to cover 
the loss on the first 20%. Sell the remaining 40% at a 
normal profit. Thereupon a barrage is let loose on the 
community featuring the prices on the first 40% below cost 
and at cost of the merchandise. Watch for results--end of 
recipe. 
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This is the supermarket as it first appeared in 
the East. Soon a great deal of resentment developed which 
brought independents and chains together in a concerted move 
to have the upstart outlawed on one pretext or another, but 
without success. The opposition was divided into two groups: 
the optimists, who pooh"poohed the supermarket as just 
another depression phenomenon bound to disappear upon the 
return of more normal economic conditions, and the pessi-
mists, who submitted that nothing .short of chaos would 
result and that all established for.ms of retailing were 
faced with extinction. Manufacturers solemnly resolved to 
boycott the supermarkets but in practice did not, defending 
themselves to the opponents of the supermarket by saying, 
"If I dontt sell them someone else will." 
At the outset it must be admitted that whereas 
the principle of the supermarket was born before the depres-
sion, its popularity and form, especially in the East, was 
largely determined by the severity of the economic crisis. 
Operators were able to rent huge buildings at little cost, 
to obtain large quantities of distress merchandise, and had 
available an almost inexhaustible market with a depleted 
purchasing power eager to turn each and every dollar into 
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as many necessary items as possible. such a selection of 
customers was led by only one factor, price. There was 
little need for central location, for fancy equipment, fix" 
tures, displays and service. 
It is apparent that the early supermarket repre-
sented a complete departure from established practices. It 
violated the accepted rule of location for food stores with 
80 to 100% sales-producing capacity; it scorned the use of 
well arranged window displays, clean exteriors or well 
lighted, attractively decorated interiors. It did away with 
service, delivery and credit--all features which were gen-
erally held to be of increasing importance in the struggle 
for continued patronage at the time. Since these unorthodox 
merchandising policies did not have the slightest deterrent 
effect on volume or profits of the supermarket, the question 
arose as to whether established retail grocers, chains, and 
varieties would be forced to follow suit in order to avoid 
serious loss of sales. 
As late as 1938 highly regarded economic thinking 
predicted that the eventual effect of supermarkets would be 
the absorption by the supermarkets of the low and middle 
income groups' food dollars, and this would assign to the 
chains and independents well-defined areas of operation. 
Chains and voluntary chains would, it was pre-
dicted, cater to medium and higher urban and suburban income 
groups with all service and credit facilities offered for 
.. 
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convenient use. The supermarkets would of necessity appeal 
to the bargain hunting, lower income groups within the buy-
ing public. Manufacturers of high priced, high quality 
merchandise could not, it was thought, hope to utilize the 
supermarket because of the relatively small demand for such 
goods experienced under this marketing setup. 
By 1939 self service supermarkets were no longer 
considered a "passing fancy," though their operations and 
facilities were still primitive as compared to today's 
accompliShments and the future potential. 
In 1939 the 1,660 largest supermarkets with sales 
over $250,000 accounted for $702,626,000 sales, which was 
9.1% of grocery sales and 6.5% of total food store sales in 
the c oun try. 
Self service stores with sales between $100,000 
and $250,000 a year numbered 4,561 stores in the United States 
and had sales of $677,918,000, which was 8.8% of grocery 
sales in the country, and 6.3% of the total food store sales.x 
In 1951 there were 14,553 supermarkets in the 
United States with sales over $400,000 per year, meaning in 
that year only the largest ofthese supermarkets accounted 
for over $6,000,000,000 of annual sales, and the survey shows 
that of these 14,500 large sales markets 9,000 were located 
in areas with less than 100,000 population.xx 
xl3, p. 5. 
XxlO, p. 6 • 
The following remarks, taken from an article 
printed in the ~ Cream Trade .Journal in lf.arch 1955, 
contain such specific information and figures that they 
are offered here in context. 
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In 1954, supers were being built larger than ever 
before, providing more selling space; the addition of 
many new departments in the non-food categories as 
traffic builders; modern conveniences such as air con-
ditioning, ample parking facilities, and ''kiddie landsn 
to attract more and more customers; and more frequent 
night openings. ' 
Ice cream today is present in 99.5% o~ all the 
supermarkets in the country with 99.5% of these having 
self-service ice cream departments, and the other 0.5% 
having semi-self-service departments. 
'· 
With the average supermarket, according to this 
survey, averaging $1,527,708 in sales per year, and 
18,845 outlets in operation, sales in supermarkets 
approximated in 1954, 18 billion dollars1 
The only analysis of ice cream sales in super~ 
markets, made in 1953, indicated that the ice cream 
percentage of total food store sales had reached 1.32%. 
If the percentage of ice cream sales had only held at 
that figure in 1954, then supermarket volume for 
products made by the ice cream manufacturer amounted 
to $237,000,000. . 
In 1954, 7.4% new supermarkets were built, bringM 
ing the total to 18,845 supermarkets in the United 
States. Units being constructed today are larger and 
offer more parking space to the potential customer. The 
average unit in 1954 was 12,110 square feet as compared 
to the 11.,950 square feet in 1953, with over 50% of the 
new stores being built by the big chains. 
The average store bad a parking area 2.8 times the 
store area, compared to the 2.1 times the area in 1953. 
In addition, many of the newer stores have parking areas 
over 3 or 4 times the area of the store. :Sy offering 
such greater conveniences, the store owners hope to 
attract even more customers. 
In 1953, 40% of supermarkets constructed were 
built in new shopping areas. In 1954 only 22% were 
built in new shopping areas. While two-thirds of the 
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new supermarkets were being constructed in the suburbs, 
it is interesting to note that 27.3% of the 20,000 
square feet-and-over sized stores were being put up in 
metropolitan areas despite the more prohibitive costs. 
By way of providing greater conveniences for their 
customers, 60.% of the markets provided air conditioning, 
as compared to 57% in 1953. 
The average supermarket, as pointed out by the 
survey, did $29,379 in sales per week, based on a figure 
of $3.30 sales per square foot of selling space. In 
addition, the average supermarket had 31 employees:*: 5 to 
6 checkout stations, and 6,640 customers per week. 
With all indications pointing to the fact that 
supermarket building will increase rather than decr~ase, or 
level off, a continued growth in the ice cream manufacturer's 
stake in these operations is indicated. 
:X: 14, p. 42-44. 
CR.A:PTER IV 
'DHE SUPERMARRET AS A VOLUME OUTLET FOR ICE CREAM 
Proper appraisal of the ice cream manufacturer's 
market is only possible through a clear understanding and 
interpretation of where the ice cream industry now sells 
most of its product. Such an analysis is of greater import-
ance than ever before today, in view of the revamping of the 
ice cream market that has occurred during the years since 
World War II. 
In the Dealer Analysis Stud~, conducted by the 
International Association of Ice Cream !nnufacturers, the 
first study to be based on a normal operating year made 
since the end of World War II on the channels through which 
the ice cream industry's volume is sold, the following 
essential points were revealed:x 
In 1951, the grocery store for the first time in 
history replaced the drug store as the largest artery through 
which ice cream moves to the consumer, with 28% of total ice 
cream volume being sold through this type of outlet. (See 
Table II) However, the grocery store has one of the lowest 
average sales per outlet with an average volume of only 626 
gallons per store per year. (See Table III) This proves 
that although supermarkets enjoy an average ice cream sale 
X29, pp. 4-5. 
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of 500 gallons plus per year, many of the smaller food store 
outlets are still in the 100-150 gallons of ice cream per 
year bracket, which pulls down the higher average of the 
I 
supermarket. While there has been a definite shift to 
packaged ice cream to take home, b~lk still represents a 
substantial and very important part of the business when 
the volume of outlets such as drug stores, restaurants, 
hotels, ho'spitals, specialized stores, etc. where bulk is 
primarily sold is examined. 
In the early postwar years the ice cream industry 
viewed the supermarket as a volume outlet for ice cream 
with·mixed emotions. 
It was clearly evident in the late forties that 
ice cream was in the supermarkets to st.ay, present"ing a 
problem to each manufacturer. The probl-em of how best to 
serve the interests of the 11 traditionaln business, and yet 
maintain his own share··of the market, was influenced by the 
emergence of supermarketing. 
The supermarket manner of operation by then was as 
big as American business, as dynamic as American enterprise, 
as tried as our way of life, as eager to progress as modern 
science, as competitive as American spor-ts and completely 
devoted to the task of simplifying, facilitating and reduc-
·. 
ing the cost of distribution. It offered an ever increas" 
ing market for selling more and more ice cream. 
2'7 
Supermarkets have risen to a spectacular position 
in food store sales. In 1952 with only 4t% of the outlets--
16,500 stores--they did 44% of the food store business.x 
By every available measurement they did an equally giant 
sized ice cream business. 
Applying hindsight it is not surprising that ice 
cream became a popular item in supermarkets. ~Vhen wartime 
restrictions were lifted, sources of supply were ready, 
willing and able to make dist~ibution. There was plenty 
of product, merchandising equipment was available, frozen 
foods were paving the way for ice cream. Every food shopper 
was a prospective buyer, super markets were receptive to 
adding new products, and ice cream represented added volume 
and profit. 
But to th·e average ice cream manufacturer the 
requirements:'·of supermarkets were· not easily or quickly met. 
The tradi ttonal ice cream comp~ny had become accustomed to 
conducting its affairs according to the needs of other types 
of outlets and it took time, effort and money to adapt its 
methods to this new field and its characteristics. After 
eight years many companies are still making major adjust-
ments in their methods to confor.m with the supermarket 
pattern of operation. 
The problem has not been easy for the ice cream 
industry to solve and the future will also bring its 
:x:l8, p. 40. 
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problems, but some satisfaction and guidance can be gained 
from a review of ice cream distribution in the period 1938-
1952, the period in which most of the change took place 
(see Table IV). The chart shows that in 1938, according to 
widely accepted findings, the industry produced 270,000,000 
gallons of ice cream, of which 31,000,000 gallons were sold 
thrqugh food stores. Per capita consumption at that time 
was under 9 quarts. 
Moving to 1952, the industry produced 589,000 
gallons. From the same source, food store sales were 
200,000,000 gallons. By this time per capita consumption 
had increased to 12 quarts. That is 1/3 more ice cream 
per man, woman and child in the entire countryl 
This great transition did not happen overnight. 
It developed momentum gradually, but accelerated to a 
practically unbelievable degree from 1951 on. Table V 
shows that the rate of annual increase from 1938-1946 was 
about 5,000,000 gallons. From 1946-1951 it increased at a 
rate of 10,000,000 gallons per year, and in 1952 it reached 
a peak of 40,000,000 new gallons. 
Another observation is that during this fifteen 
year period the food store share of the ice cream business 
increased at a rate five times faster than that of the 
industry. Whereas volume through all outlets increased 
118%, the food store increased its ice cream sales over 
500%. The food store had become the leading outlet for 
ice cream. 
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The movement to self service stores created new 
problems and ice cream management came up with solutions. 
Packages were streamlined for self service shopping. New 
packages and products were developed. Display cabinets were 
redesigned for quick and easy selection. Pricing and pro-
motional methods were adjusted for mass selling and mer-
chandising. Stores were replanned to incorporate ice cream 
departments. Sales and display techniques were revamped· 
to conform to the supermarket scene. Even shopping and 
eating habits had change·d. 
One thing is certain, in general the ice cream 
industry has shown good flexibility in meeting these new 
and unprecedented responsibilities and it is generally 
-
agreed that this past experience-will be of invaluable 
worth in.the years to come. Translated into future gallons, 
these volume building merchandising developments in super-
markets can contribute a big share of the billion gallon 
industry goa1.. 
One goal has already been reached insofar as the 
food store program is concerned. That is the goal of 
thorough distribution. According to the latest Supermarket 
.Institute and Progressive Grocers surveys, in all sizes of 
stores ice cream can now be purchased in over 95% of food 
outlets, making ice cream that much easier to buy. 
The second goal, that of optimum sales per out-
let, is yet to be reached. In 1949 it was estimated that 
I 
supermarkets did less than one-half of 1% of their business 
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in ice cream. In 1953 it was 1%. In the absence of industry 
figures, but using spot checks throughout the New England 
market, it is indicated that the average supermarket does 
close to lt% total sales in ice cream today. 
The ice cream industry in its current food store 
selling program could be selling upwards of 100,000,000 
gallons of ice cream through the country's 16,500 super-
markets alone if the ice cream sales were to reach 2% of 
the total dollar sales in these self service stores, a 
figure that is considered readily attainable by competent 
supermarket authorities. 
In 1952, the nation's supermarkets enjoyed 14.1 
billion dollars 1 worth of business.x Two per cent of that 
14.1 billion would mean approximately $280,000,000. With 
the average retail price of ice cream determined at $2.50 
a gallon by the International Association of Ice Cream Manu-
facturers, for this period the $280,000,000 of potential 
sales would represent 112,000,000 gallons of ice cream. 
This would mean average ice cream volume per store of 7,000 
gallons, not a fantastic figure considering the potential 
yet to be realized. 
This potential is in addition to that which is 
present in the hundreds of thousands of service food stores, 
and this increase in volume would be due to new sales 
through impulse, rather than shifting of sales from drug-
stores to supermarkets. 
xl9, p. 49. 
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Why do most supermarkets have so much greater ice 
cream gallonage than other type outlets? Is it store 
traffic, .or is it price? Competent marketing observers 
have frequently testified that both factors contribute to 
the larger sales volume of supermarkets, not only in ice 
cream but other food products as well. The question is, 
to what degree is each factor responsible. 
Contrary to many opinions, store traffic rates 
as the most important reason for greater sales. This is 
particularly true of a product like ice cream where sales 
are so often made on impulse. 
Trained specialists in the business have gone so 
far as to say that store traffic is responsible for 75% of 
the greater ice cream sales, whereas price represents only 
25% of the reason. 
There is little doubt that both play a part and 
the superma~ket might lose some sales if its prices were 
the same as the corner drugstore, but there is considerable 
evidence around that the major reason for the greater sales 
is because more people are exposed to ice cream more often 
in a supermarket than in any other type outlet. 
One company recently reported having occasion to 
drop its wholesale ice cream prices substantiallyx to 
regular dealers as well as to supermarkets. Actually the 
new price schedule put the traditional type outlet in a 
· x38 • 
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more competitive range with the supermarket, although the 
for.mer 1 s price was still higher, but in this instance the 
retail prices at traditional outlets were lowered even more 
than at the sup-ermarkets. Yet in the first couple of months 
under the new prices, sales showed a greater percentage of 
increase in the supermarkets than at other types of stores. 
This would seem to confirm the fact that more 
sales are made at supermarkets because of store traffic. 
The shopper visits supermarkets more often than she does a 
drugstore or variety store. She is only inclined to pat-
ronize the independent small grocery or delicatessen these 
days to fill in on a few items which she may have over-
looked when she made her supermarket visit. 
The fact is more conclusive in view of the know-
ledge that supermarkets have their big ice cream days at the 
end of the week when store traffic takes a substantial jump 
as the result of weekend shopping. 
The continued climb of the supermarket and the 
role it is playing in the nationts buying habits is further 
emphasized by other data revealed in findings of the Super 
Market Institute in 1953. These findings Show that an 
average of 4,997 people enter each supermarket each week. 
Projecting this figure into a yearly basis it means approx-
imately 260,000 people enter each outlet during a year. 
l~ltiplying this by the 16,500 supermarkets in operation in 
1953 gives a total of 4,100,000,000 shoppers in the super-
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markets each year, or 26 times our national population! And 
the figure is still growing. 
Two other important factors in the supermarket-ice 
cream operation is that more and more self service cabinets 
and family take-home packages are being developed and 
designed by the ice cream manufacturer especially for those 
types of outlets. 
The stature of supermarkets and their inroads on 
the American consumer's shopping habits are becoming more 
prono~ced. The word supermarket has become a household 
word. In addition, supermarkets are including more and more 
non-food items to draw the consumer within their doors. As 
each new supermarket is constructed it is designed and 
equipped with the idea of servicing the family with all of 
its food, drug, toilet and sundry other articles that the 
family may need. 
With the continuing surge of supermarkets in both 
numbers and dollar volume, the ice cream manufacturer who is 
interested in developing and increasing the ice cream gallon-
age in these stores is faced with potentialities of almost 
limitless possibilities. 
CHAPTER V 
THE EFFECT OF S1JPERl.[ARICmTS ON TEE 1EAJ.ifUFACTURE, 
1IERCHANDISING, AND SELLIUG POLICIES:. 
0F ICE CREAM 
There is little doubt in the minds of todayts ice 
cream manufacturers that the biggest single factor in the 
growth of packaged ice cream popularity is the development 
of the postwar supermarket methods of retailing. It is also 
agreed that two causes have mainly brought about the change 
in the ice cream industry's policy of having paclcages con-
tribute more volume than bulk. They are: 
1. Lower retail prices · 
2. Trend to pre-packaged merchandise popularized 
by supermarket self service selling 
In 1905 the nation's population was 78,000,000 
people with a total consumption of 5JOOO,OOO gallons of ice 
cream or t pint per capita. In 1954 a population of 
160,000,000 consumed some 750,000,000 gallons, or almost 5 
gallons per person.x 
These figures constitute the greatest tribute to 
the men and methods which have led the industry through the 
past five decades. 
Back in 1905 the ice cream cone was only one year 
old, and the soda fountain with its five cent soda was the 
cornerstone on which most ice cream sales were built. 
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In the ensuing half century the complexion of the 
fee cream marketing picture has changed considerably although 
the fountain is still a major source of gallonage. 
But the fountain and bulk ice cream have been 
removed from their dominant position as the leading agencies 
for ice cream sales and have been replaced by the food store 
and factory filled packages. 
Instead of the limited number of dealers in ice 
cream, today the industry cat_ers to more than ?50,000 
dealers and the number continues to grow. 
As late as 1925, 88% of all ice cream sold was 
bulk ice cream.x Bulk continued to hold the spotlight for 
years and ~.it has been nudged out of the top position only 
since the past World War II period. In 1941 bulk still 
represented 63% of the volume but the picture was already 
beginning to change. Packages were up to 25% and novelties 
made up the rest of the volume. 
Today bulk is estimated to be in the neighborh~od 
of 35% of total ice cream volume, with factory filled pack-
ages exceeding that figure by about 15%. 
Similarly, whereas twenty-five years ago the 
average plant inventory of finished ice cream products would 
represent only a handful of items, today it will frequently 
number as many as 150·200. Not only are manufacturers today 
making many different items that were unknown twenty-five 
:x:l5, pp. 86-8?. 
years ago, but the number of flavors similarly has been 
widely expanded. The average ice cream plant of today not 
only has bulk and factory filled packages in many flavors 
but also cups, stick confections, sandwiches, factory. 
filled cones, cake rolls, nut rolls, etc. 
In the post World War II period the greatest 
changes in ice cream marketing occurred with the entrance 
of the food store and supermarkets into the industry. Today 
the food store is the largest single artery through which 
ice cream moves to the consumer. 
No longer do many ice cream plants shut down in 
the winter as was the case years ago when ice cream was a 
luxury product and its sale confined to a limited number of 
outlets. 
The food store and the package, together with home 
facilities for storage of ice cream, were primarily respon~ 
sible for this change. 
The peaks and valleys of production in the indus-
try are being levelled off, as ice cream has become a year 
round consumer item and the average home uses ice cream 
regularly in winter as in summer. This point can best be 
emphasized by a brief examination of production figures by 
months over a period of years. 
For example, in January 1920 the nationrs ice 
cream production was 4,630,000 gallons. In January 1955 
the industry produced more than 36,000,000 gallons. The 
same is true of months like December and February, cold 
weather months. In December 1920 the total output was 
4,774,000 gallons. In December 1954 the production was 
X 30,990,000. Even allowing for the greater consumption 
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due to an increased population, it is fairly obvious from 
such figures that consumers are eating more ice cream· in 
the wintertime. 
Following the second World War American industry 
turned to merchandising its wares with a zeal never before 
witnessed in this country. And because this modern mer-
chandising age focused its attention of the package these 
years became known as "the golden age of packages". This 
period also saw new significance given to the merchandising 
and development of the packaged ice cream market. 
Every avenue in the advertising area was turned 
into making the American consumer package conscious. Bright 
new four color designs, blazing new trade-marks, plastic 
containers, new sizes such as the half gallon packages, con-
venient storage in low temperature compartments in refriger-
ators and home freezers were just some of the advantages 
that were pointed out to the constuner for purchasing the 
package. 
Two other developments that went lmnd-in-hand with 
the package and without which the package could not have 
enjoyed the success it is having were the supermarkets· and 
automation. 
xl5, pp. 86-87. 
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The fabulous growth experienced by supermarkets 
fo~lowing the cessation of hostilities in 1946 resulted in 
I 
a ~ierce competitive battle between manufacturers for rep-
retentation in these outlets. Thus each manufacturer . 
deteloped new and more attractive packages to meet the eye. 
I 
Without automationt mass production of packages would not 
hate been avaiiable, and the cost of packaging products 
j 
would still have been too high in the manufacturerst bid 
I 
I 
fo1 a share of the market. 
I 
In 1947 it was noted that automatic ice cream 
pa9kaging, in which the container was set up, filled and 
I se~led had arrived. 
Half gallon packages made their initial appear~ 
I 
anqe in force in 1948 and by 1952 the half gallon package 
haq established itself firmly in the industry. Such· was 
th~ effect of the half-gallon on the consumer that in 1950 
I 
I 
it was reported that 3.86 of all sales in the ice cream 
ustry were in this size and by 1955 186,000,000 gallons 
al ne were sold in the half-gallon package.x 
I But not all the developments were confined t.o the 
I 
half-gallon. In 1948 a confectionery chain in New York City 
I 
in~roduced a transparent plastic pint. It was not long 
I 
be~ore the word "visual" became common usage in referring 
I 
to [ice cream containers. Today many companies are mer-
c~ndising their pint packages in plastic containers with 
! 
.xl6, pp. 142-150. 
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their reusable qualities a prime selling point to the con-
sumer. And recently the Bordon Company introduced a plastic 
half-gallon container in their Chicago Division. 
The importance of the new type of open-top self 
service merchandising cabinets cannot be overlooked in the 
11 age of packages.n Through the introduction of these modern 
cabinets the ice cream industry has been able to attract the 
consumer into the supermarket as well as making self service 
possible at drug stores and other types of outlets. The ~ 
Cream Trade Jo~ reports that 59.1% of the ice cream 
sales in food stores are impulse sales,x and the part cabi-
nets and attractive packages have played in these figures 
cannot be underestimated. 
During every era, specialties played an important 
role in the building of gallonage. During the 1946-1955 era 
most of the specialties were centered around novelty promo-
tions. Tarts, for example, were produced heavily when auto-
matic production was possible. In the late forties many 
companies introduced a variety quart with eight slices and 
five different flavors. Since 1949 the "ice cream tnt cake 
roll 11 has enjoyed heavy popularity. In later years such 
innovations as plastic bags of sundae toppings included in 
each package of ice cream for making sundaes at home were 
introduced by a New England manufacturer. Packages were 
designed as toys, or carried premium offers. In 1952 the 
x16, pp. 142-150. 
industry began sponsoring various tie-in sales with other 
food products such as soft drinks, peaches, waffles, etc. 
During this period prices fluctuated, depending 
on the national situation. As ever, price wars bringing 
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the price of a pint of ice cream down to as low as four cents 
were common in many sections of the country. 
Although, generally speaking, the results volumeM 
wise are extremely gratifying both to the supermarket opera-
tor and the ice cream manufacturer, the relationship has 
been more of the "growing pains" variety than what, by any 
stretch of the imagination, could be classified as a honey-
moon. Today ~ny ice cream manufacturers are keeping a wary 
eye on the operating methods of the supermarket in the way 
of lower wholesale price demands and in turn price-slashing 
promotions. 
On the other hand, supermarket oper~tors complain 
that the ice cream industry is behind times in its thinking. 
The market owners feel that the manufacturers, rather than 
"'-T· 
recognizing the shift in buying trend,s in ice cream, are 
spending too much effort and allowing their thinking and 
policies to be overly influenced by the traditional and, in 
the words of the superma?ket men, "the ex-ice cream outlets." 
Ice cream manufacturers, though faced with a con-
tinually declining volume o~ bulk ice cream sales through 
drug and variety stores, still recognize these outlets as 
contributing a major portion of their business gallonage-
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wise. In an effort to be dynamic and recognize trends, and 
at the same time to extend all possible assistance to the 
independent retailer to protect their volume, the manufactur-
ers to a great extent have proceeded cautiously. 
An example of why the ice cream industry is temper~ 
ing its enthusiasm over the accomplishments of the super-
markets in its sales of ice cream is the half-gallon. 
One prominent ice cream manufacturer recently made 
the statement, "The half-gallon may be the greatest instru ... 
ment for self~destruction that the ice cream industry has 
ever seen." This prediction wasn't made because.·of the size 
of the package. It was based on the abuse this unit of sale 
---is receiving in market after market across the country. 
It was caused by current pricing practices. In the 
New England area, for example, a few years ago, the half" 
gallon package was retailing at anywhere from $1.00 up, gen-
erally at about $1.15. Today, the half-gallon is being sold 
in this region for 79¢ and 89¢ on an average, and frequently 
groups of supermarkets will promote the p~ckage at 69¢ for a 
period of several days. This was the way the 79¢ and 89¢ 
prices got their start, and the industry is naturally con-
cerned that the 69¢ price may soon become general. 
The half-gallon, in itself, is a package that 
offers the consumer an economical buy even when priced 
properly in relation to cost and retail prices of other 
items in the ice cream line. Instead it is used increasingly 
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as a means for disrupting a market in an effort· to build 
volume--without profit. 
l~ny times, when a manufacturer whose brand is 
being subjected to such price buffeting is-asked why he 
sells at such a price that the package can be retailed at 
the ridiculously low figure, the reply is that he is not 
reducing his price but that the market is absorbing the 
loss. The supermarkets see in ice cream an attractive loss 
leader, and supers, being tremendously competitive, follow 
one another like sheep--no one wants to be underpriced. 
On the other hand, it must be admitted that the 
manufacturer, in anticipation of tremendous sales, and in 
an effort to secure these accounts, will give these markets 
an extremely low price, either willingly or unwillingly, 
though rarely is it admitted. 
It is a problem of considerable stature, one that 
requires close examination and study in every market. No 
business man likes to forego sales volume. Yet if he is a 
business man, in the true sense of the word, he can afford 
to pass up that volume if it will mean no profit. 
Naturally the best answer is in the application 
of common sense. 
Although the ice cream industry has proceeded 
somewhat cautiously, it has been in no sense of the word 
baclrward. 
In ten years, the industry has developed com-
pletely new concepts of thinking, from a production stand-
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point right down the line to the actual point of sale adver-
tising. 
New products designed exclusively for supermarket 
methods have been developed. Tremendous expenditures for 
completely new types of equipment have been made. Continu-
ing emphasis on unit cost control and reduction has been 
placed, in order to make ice cream even more of a fast turn-
over item, and in turn more of a profit item. 
Completely new volume discount programs on packaged 
items, unheard of before World War II, have been set up. More 
and more store level promotions, not only in lower prices, but 
also in effective premium and tie-in sales have bee~ worked 
out and improved. l~ny companies have set up specialized 
sales, advertising and sales promotion departments to handle 
supermarket accounts exclusively. 
Company executives and their sales forces have 
been retrained, some actually assigned to work in different 
supermarkets, to recognize and evaluate the needs, thinking, 
and potential of the supermarkets. 
Whatever caution has influenced the thinking of 
the ice cream industry in its dealings with the supermarket 
has possibly been caused by the security offered in the 
established traditional outlets. The industry is naturally 
reluctant to put all its eggs in one basket, and thus be in 
the position of having a tiger by the tail, and being unable 
to let go. 
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There is no doubt that the supermarket will 
increasingly offer the ice cream industry the greatest out~ 
let for packaged ice cream. 
However, in order for both parties to obtain the 
true potential from this relatively new and untapped reser-
voir,. and to consolidate the partnership, both the manufac-
turer and the supermarket operator must learn to think more 
in the otherts terms. 
In a meeting of minds on objectives; somewhere 
between the two interests lies the key to unlocking· the 
future to an almost unlimited growth. 
CHAPTER VI 
PRESENT DAY TRENDS OF THE "TRADITIONAL" TY.P:E 
ICE CREAM OUTLETS 1Z 
No history of the last fifty years concerning the 
ice cream industry, nor examination of the present or future 
status of the industry, could be complete without a discus-
sion of the role of the soda fountain in its development. It 
was for decades almost the sole source of ice cream distribu-
tion~ thus claiming for the outlets featuring these units 
the title of "traditional" ice cream outlets. 
Its growth has been almost irrevocably tied up 
with the ice cream industry, and for years the greatest vol-
UMP, of ice cre~m production was in the states with the 
largest number of fountain-equipped retail stores. 
While the exact number of fountains in use today 
is pot apparently known, in 1945, according to estimates of 
various leaders in the field, ap~roximately 120,000 soda 
fountains were said to be in use, serving some 20 million 
persons daily and with an annual volume of more than a 
billion dollars in sales. This was the channel through 
which the ice cream industry was moving--and still i.s--
- . . 
several hundred million gallons of bulk ice cream annually. 
While some decline was experienced in the number 
of fountain installations in the years following World War 
II, there has been ample evidence of a fountain renaissance. 
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In the drug store industry, for example, the fountain is 
still the second largest department, and fountain sales. have 
. . . 
increased at a faster rate than total drug store sales.x 
More than 30,000 drug stores sell ice cream at .fountains. A 
survey by the American Druggist in 1954 disclosed that the 
rate of fountain remov~ls is rapidly diminishing, and with 
many new installations,_ the net loss in a year like 1953 
was only 300 among the entire drug store industry.xx 
The origin and development of fountains is an 
integral part of the ice cream business. It was more than 
sixty years after the first use of the soda fountain for the 
sale of carbonated water when the first sale of ice cream -
via the soda fountain occurred in the form of the ice cream 
soda. 
It was not until 1903 that a fountain was developed 
. . 
incorporating syrup jars, draft arms, coole.rs a?-d an ice 
cream cabinet in one unit which fitted under the front counter. 
This was ninety-seven years after the first soda fountain was 
used. 
BY 1906, the soda fountain 1 s popularity as an ice-
cream outlet was soaring. In an article in the ~une, 1906 
edition of the Ice Cream Trade ~ournal it was stated that 
the popularity of the f?untain was making big business for 
ice cream men, and oddly enough, the article pointed out 
that it was doing more to kill the evils of the saloons than 
xl7; pp. 38.;.39. 
xxll, pp. 3-4. 
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any of the reform leagues. The writer of that day did not 
ignore the place of the sundae in building ice cream sales 
at the fountain. The sundae, along with the soda, became 
one of the most sought after services of the fountain. 
The fountain, now as then, is still wedded to ice 
cream, with each complementing the other in building volt~e 
and profits. 
Much inte!est, in fact almost consternation, bas 
been aroused in some quarters by articles which have 
appeared in the national press and some trade publications 
regarding the so-called "demise" of the soda fountain. An 
interview with Mr. L. G. Blessing, president of the Bastian--
Blessing Company of Chicago~ a leading manufacturer of foun-
tain luncheonette equipment for ·many year-s, will tend to 
alleviate the anxiety of those who may have feared that this 
great American institution might be on its way out. 
In Mr. Blessing's opinion, the fountain business 
is entering upon a period 9f great expansion. To prove his 
point, he quoted figures furnished by C. J. Palmer, execu-
tive secratary of the Soda Fountain Manufacturers Associa-
tion, which show that there was an increase of 39% in total 
fountain sales in 1953 over 1952. 
These figures, however, do not distinguish between 
units purchased as replacements for existing but worn out_ 
units, and units purchased for new installations. It must 
be remembered that 1952 and 1953 were good years in store 
renovation and modernization. 
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"The demand for our type of fountain-luncheonette 
equipment is steadily increasing, 11 states Mr. Blessing. "To 
take care of this expanding business we have added some new 
distributors, and a number of our distributing organizations 
have increased their sales staffs." .A,pparently he shares no 
pessimistic view of the fountainrs fate. 
It is true, as.lJfr •. Blessing points out, that the 
fountain has undergone evolution and that today it is play-
ing a greater role as a food purveyor than it did before. 
But that evol~tion still means such outlets are a constantly 
growing source of potential, for as the number of meals 
served at fountains increases, so the opportunity for ice 
cream sales increases--not to mention the fact that there 
are thousands of people who flock to the fountain every hour 
of the day for refreshments in the form of ice cream service. 
No one can dispute that a tremendous amount of the 
"take home 11 ice cream business has gone out of the fountain 
and into the supermarket and that many of the inefficient and 
non-aggressive fountain operators are now operating at a 
loss, have discontinued their fountain departments or even 
closed their doors. 
But the fountain is finding a new niche in the 
evolution that has taken place, and when an aggressive job 
is being done, the volume of business that the fountain will 
do will more than justify its presence in the store. 
That aggressive drug store operators do not intend 
to sit idly by while the supermarket captures all of the· 
take home ice cream_package trade-is being proven by ever 
increasing examples. 
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As food stores continued to make inroads into the 
take home ice cream business, the aggressive fountain opera-
tor moved to meet this competition and to retain or even 
increase his overall ice cream volume through modern market-
ing methods for packaged ice cream. 
Some time agot reported a leading figure in the 
retail drug industry, his industry decided that the drug 
stores 1 loss of sales in this highly profitable item was 
due to the fact that peo~le had to ask for ice cream in 
drug stores. So they got behind manufacturers 1 efforts to 
remove ice cream from a hidden, nask for" .position- behind 
the counter and put it out in a convenient, conspicuous 
position in a traffic lane in the stores. Displayed in all 
popular-sized packages and flavors along with novelties in 
modern, well lighted, and inviting open display cabinets, 
ice cream not only increased its sales by as much as 200%, 
but also caused similar increases in the sa~e of related 
items displayed on or near the ice cream cabinet. 
Since, among the "traditional type" ice cream out-
lets under discussion, the.retail drug store industry has 
the most accurate records and the most active associations 
and publications, its proqlems will be treated as represen-
tative of the entire group. 
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Since 1948 a virtual revolution has taken place 
in the retail drug business. In 1948 prescription volume 
in the average drug store accounted for 16.2% of total store 
sales. But today ~t_accounts for almost 24%. 
From 1948 to 1953, prescription volume in the 
nation's drug stores--thanks to wonder drugs and antibiotic--
jumped by 75%. Total drug store sales, however, increased 
by 18%--while fountain business in the drug field showed a 
gain of less than 5,%. 
Because of the extraordinary development of the 
prescription business, amny druggists honestly feel that 
they no longer need a fountain department--that they can 
now get along with nothing but a prescription department. 
Motivated by this feeling, literally thousands of. 
druggists removed their fountains completely within the last 
six years. 
Such removals totalled close to 6,000 in number. 
It must be pointed out, however, that more than half of these 
removals were offset by new iiJ.stallations--a fact which the 
anti~fountain elements in the drug field never refer to. 
Even so--from 1948 to 1953--there has been a net 
loss of 2,800 in the number of fountains maintained by the 
drug field. 
However, there have been new developments in the 
drug field which clearly indicate a vast new interest in. the 
soda fountain--especially in regard to sales of ice cream. 
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The first of the new developments is this: 
The number of fountain removals is declini~ 
rapidly. 
In 1951 there was a net loss of 1,200 in the number 
of fountains maintained by drug stores. 
In 1952 the net loss came to little more than 
1, 000 fountains. 
And in 1953, the net loss dropped sharply to only 
300, at which point it seems stabilized.x 
Now what is responsible for the slow down in the 
number of fountain removals? 
After long and careful analysis we find an answer 
1 which is replete with significance not only for the ice 
cream industry, but for the drug industry as well. 
Thousands-of' druggists are discovering that they 
cannot possibly continue in business on }'rescripti ons alone. 
The second of the new developments in the drug 
field which hold out great prom~se for the ice cream inaus-
try is this: 
Drug store sales of pre-packaged ice cream are 
growing by leaps and bo~ds. 
Every year for the past severRl years, America~ 
Druggist has made a comprehensive study of departmentaliza-
tion in the drug field. 
xll, pp. 3-4. 
The study0of 1954 revealed that the drug store 
department which showed the biggest sales increase in 1954 
compared with.the year before was--packaged ice cream .• 
The increase amounted to 6.6%--bigger even than 
the 5% increase reported by the fast moving prescription 
department. 
In fact, it is pre-packaged ice cream which is-
responsible for the increase in business reglst~red by the 
fountain as a whole during each of the last three years. 
However, in l954, the independent drug stores 
without fountains showed a far better increase on packaged 
ice cream, (9.2%) than was shown by the independents with-
out fountains, (6.6%). 
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What this last set of facts indicates is that many 
druggists without fountains have installed modern, up-t-o-· · 
date self service cabinets for packaged ice cream, in order 
to build up needed store traffic. 
The third .development of interest to the ice cream 
industry is: 
More a!ld more drug~ists are leasing out their 
fo~tains to concessionaires. 
This trend became acutely evident about 1953, and 
a survey do~e by the ~erican Druggist reveals that ente~­
ing 1955, 4.5% of all drug store fountains were on lease. 
In 1948, according to the 1948 Census £f Distribu-
.. 
tion, the figure was 2.5%. 
Expert opinion on the reasons for the increase 
rate of fountain leasing by druggists naturally covers a 
wide range.. However, the two basic reasons seem to be: 
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1. Many druggists feel they no longer can cope 
with the constant hiring and firing, and with 
the training and retraining of fountain per-
sonnel. 
2. Most pharmacists themselves do not possess 
the know-how required for a successful foun-
tain operation. 
A highly detailed _inv_estige.tion indicates that 
virtually all druggists who have leased out their fountains 
are convinced that--in their own words--"itts still a very 
good idea. 11 
Generally speaking, however, drug store operators 
have recognized the take home trend on packaged merchandise 
and are determined to resist any pattern that will allow the 
food store to monopolize this phase of the ice cream busi-
ness. In view of the removal of fountains, in numbers of 
stores, more and more self service cabinets are being 
utilized for the development of more ice cream volume. 
Based on a survey of 2,500 of the nation's indepen-
dent drug stores, statistics showed that 59 .4~ of independent 
stores with fountains maintain separate cabinets for packaged 
ice cream, and 48.% of all drug stores without fountains have 
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cabinets for ice cream.x 
·This recognition of the take-home marketing trend 
follows the recommendations of the ice cream industry that 
the nationrs drug stores should divorce their take-home 
package ice cream business from the fountain and do a 
separate merchandising job with the package. 
While it could be expected that drug stores with-
out fountains would turn to the installation of self ser-
vice cabinets to hold some part of the ice cream traffic, 
it is somewhat surprising that such a high percentage of 
the fountain drug stores have separate merchandising cabi-
nets for packaged ice cream. In this vein, the success of 
the supermarkets in realizing tremendous impulse sales on 
ice cream by locating the cabinets at or near the checkout 
stands might re~resent a sales tip to druggists. It might 
be advisable for the druegist to install a sep~rate self-
service ice cream cabinet near the front of his store, even 
though the fountain is located in the rear_of the store. 
Since the postwar influence of the supermarket 
on the ice cream business became pronounced, the "tradi-
tional" bype outlet has been directly affected, not only 
from the standpoint of ice cream sRles, but also in regard 
to other items such as tobacco, candies, drug sundries, 
soaps, etc. The influence of the supermarket has also 
affected the independent retailers in the way of store 
xll, pp. 7-8. 
layouts--more and more emphasis has been placed on self 
service in all types of outlets, but, most important, it 
has reactivated the creative and co~etitive thinking of 
the retail druggists and other retailers. 
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The preceding figures and those containe4 in 
Tables VI and VII clearly show that drug stores are ~vi­
dently determined to remain as key figures in the marketing 
of ice cream. The important role of the fountain in drug 
store operation is known, but speciaL;significance can be 
attached to the finding that the packaged ice cream depart" 
ment for take-home is rapidly becoming a standard feature in 
the nationts drug stores. 
From the ice cream industry standpoint, this is 
all to the good. The more drug store operators who face the 
present situation realistically and do a sensible marketing 
and pricing job on ice cream, the_ better for the industry. 
Ice cream manufacturers need progressive dealers, as these 
druggists are training themselves to be. 
Many people have ~iewed the future of the fountain 
and ice cream in the drug store with extreme pessimism, but 
the figures brought out in the various surveys used in this 
chapter, and listed in Tables VI, VII, VIII and IX, while 
showing some decrease in fountain sales, do not bear these 
alarmists out. 
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CRAFTER VII 
PROBLEMS OF TEE SMALL INDEPENDENTS-, A1TD TBE 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE MANUFACTURER 
TO TEEM 
In any appraisal of the dominant role in ice cream 
selling being played by the nation's supermarkets,- one factor 
is frequently overlooked by analysts of the subject. 
That factor is the increasing trend toward rema~n­
ing open in the evenings by more and more supers across the 
country. 
The point becomes of paramount importance in 
weighing the relationship of supermarket sales to ice cr~am 
and their possible influence on the take~home business that 
stil~ remains with "Mom and Pop 11 confectionery stores, drug 
stores and other traditional type outlets. Many have felt 
that one of the principal advantaees that remained with the 
old-line dealer was the fact that most of them were open in 
the evenings, and because of that were available for the 
patronage of those consumers who made their purchases in 
the evening. 
That advantage is gradually being whittled away 
by supermarkets who are keepine their stores open more even-
ings each week than ever before in history, enabling super-
market ice creB.m purchases t~o be made at night. Such pur-
chases at night in years gone by were restricted to the old 
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time "Mom and :Po:P" store or drug store. This is no longer 
the situation, as thousands of supermarkets now onen at 
. . ·- .. ~ 
night, many of them remaining o!,)en every night of the week. 
According to the fourth annual SU!,)er Market Insti-
. " ' ~ 
tute report issued in 1952, all but '7% of the Super r~.rket 
Institute members are open at least one night per week after 
6 :p. 1.r. 
The Super l~rket Institute represents 316 com-
panies operating a total of 4,000 stores, thus offering a 
fairly indicative cross-section of the su:9ermarket indus_try. 
Out of the total number of supermarkets that are 
open nights, 36% of them are open every evening, 29% from · 
two to five evenings a week; and 28% one evening. In addi-
tion, one out of ten are also open on Sundays.x 
Thus, among the supermarket operators, the trend 
is toward night openings, and the trend toward more than one 
night opening per week is growing more and more pronounced. 
While the trend to night openings is increasing 
with great rapidity, there is still some adverse criticism· 
of the idea, and several retail associations still oppose 
the plan most vigorously. 
After-dark shopping has been prevalent for quite 
a while in most of the large cities, especially in the case 
of the large department stores. According to the department 
store associations, these stores were reluctant to initiate 
X31, pp. 11-12. 
r. 
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night openings at first, but finally succumbed in an effort 
to stimulate business. 
Even today, several city retail associations are 
opposed to even one-night-a-week openings and others, after 
conducting surveys, find the practice financially imprac-
tical, but are hesitant about opposing the trend. 
. . . 
In the main, however, the plan has spren.d, until 
today most of the retail outlets in the cities are open at 
least one night a week. 
The opposition of many retail merchants, who 
realized the p?tential dangers.tf this trend, to the night· 
opening policy, was melted away mainly because of the adop-
tion of night openings by the supermarkets.. With the su:per 
carrying more and more non-food goods and in some areas 
actively competing with such retail outlets as clothiers, 
hardware stores, department stores, toy shops, etc., the 
trend to night openings gained tremendous impetus. 
surveys are still being made by many retail associa-
tions in an effort to prove the financial instability of 
this program. 
It is not e~tremely difficult to determine what 
the effect of after-df'l.rk sho:r>":)ing by conswners in a downtown 
department store fur in a neighborhood supermarket would be 
on the neighborhood variety and drug stores. 
one of the main selling points that the local con-
fectioner or druggist could offer the consumer, in addition 
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to the ~ersonalized service, was the accommodation of beine 
open until 11 or 12 o 1clock at night, thus ~rovidinc the 
local neighborhood resident with ice cream whenever he had 
need of it,_especially on warm nights. 
But now, with the trend to late openings by 
supers, the consumer is in a _position where he may go to 
that outlet as late as 9 or 10 o•c~ock and purchase ice 
cream, knowing it will keep indefinitely in his freezer 
compartment. 
Along with the convenience offered the shopper of 
"one stop" shopping, there is the stimulus of a usually 
lbwer price, and in many cases a periodic nspecial. 11 
The effect of night openings of a downtown 
department store on a local druggist, variety store opera--
tor or confectioner is somewhat more difficult to ascertain. 
But the opening of these stores until 9:30 means that the 
consumer does not get home until much later; his buying 
pattern has been interrupted b~ the trip home, along with 
the -psychologtcal feeling of already having spent enough 
money; and the:~fact that he is o:ften tired tends to 
restrict his purchases, if any, in the local store to the 
bare last minute essentials. 
In the final analysis, what the effect of night~ 
time supermarket competition will eventually be on the 
neighborhood ice cream dealer depends to some extent on 
the ice cream industry itself. More on this problem will 
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be di scuqsed l:>..ter in this chanter. 
The nroble~ of night openings of supermarketst and 
its effect on general sales, as well as ice cream sales .of 
the local merchant, is but one of the many.problems beset-
. . 
ting todayts traditional-type ice cream outlet. Jl'lost of 
these problems, though serious in nature, can be solved by 
intelligent business management and sound judgement on the 
part of the retailer. 
As has been previously remarked, following World 
War II a refori1lat~on took place in the buying habi~s of the 
.American consumer. ,Thi.s was brought on not only by. the 
advancement of home refrigeration, but also by th~ im~rove­
ment and dynamism of the supermarket and its theory and 
offer of 11 one sto:p shopping." The term means the avail-
ability and convenience of purchasing almost all the family's 
needs, food and otherwise, under one roof. These two 
factors are considered as the most important in the change 
in buying habits. The question of which was the first lies 
unanswered, as does the time-worn question, "Which came 
first, the chicken or the egg?" 
The immediate effect of this rapi~ change i~ buy-
ing habits dea:}. t a staggering. blow to t_h_e establ~shed,. 
service-type retailer in all~fields of retailing. The more 
forward looking and progressiv~ merchants recognized this 
trend, and immediately set np plans to adjust th.e_ir th_i~nk_ing 
and policies to fit it. Many took more time to make their 
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decisions. Some to this day sit back and bemoan their fate, 
casting invectives, curses and accusations at -the monster 
c::a1led the supermarket, as the sole cause of their '!;)oar 
competitive poRition and their lost volume of business. This· 
- -. 
last group is the portion of the business that has been hurt, 
and placed on the verge of going out of business, not by the 
op_eration of the supermarket per se, but by the chanr:;e in 
the desires of the American public in the way it wants to 
buy its goods. 
American business is, _set up to distribute goods 
to the consumer in the manner in which the consumer wishes 
the goods to be distributed. Failure to accomplish the 
optimum method of distribution is not a reflection on the 
consumer, but is indicative of inadeouate busine_ss acumen 
on the part of the business man, no matter what his previous 
successes might have been. 
The supermarket, in bringing forth these new buy-
ing habits, also changed completely the concept of retail 
selling. Where in the past store layout, fixtures, service 
etc. were set up to impress the customer that he was the 
king, and every wish ~auld be catered to, this was now_ 
changed by self-service selling into giving the customer 
the feeling that he was a treasured friend, for whose con-
venience the supermarket was there. The customer was 
intended to feel, "These articles are here for your plea-sure 
if you want them, help yourself. 11 The day of the prepared 
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shopping list was over! · 
The recognition and adjustment to this change· 
presented the immediate problem of renovation to the estab ... 
lished merchants. R_enoyatio:n thent as n_ow, was a costly 
undertaking, sometimes requirinG additional capital to be 
brought into the firm. However, as time and experience 
proved, it was the onl_y meth?d in most cases by which sales 
and volume could be impr·oved. 
One after anothert aggressive, competitive dealers 
made the necessaryrenovations, tran~ferring their_ operations 
to at least a degree of self-service, and learned that not 
only could they meet the new phenomenon of the supermarket, 
but could also grow with it. 
1954~1955 might well be called the modernization 
years of American retailing. 
The answer to the inroads made in the retail field 
by the supermQrkets did not lie in merely spending a few 
thousand dollars or more to "modernize" and let it go at 
thfl.t. 
Retailing, in general, had to examine its opera-
tion, its thinking, its very nature of business. More 
selections of items were taken on; larger and mor~ effective 
merchandising and promotional plans were set up; cost and 
selling priaes::were ad~usted (lowering gross margins to 
increase volume); personnel were more thoroughly trained; 
controlled inventories were set up; in general, retailing 
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tightened its belt, prepared to slug it out with the su~ers; 
. -
and in the process generally improved its own efficiency. 
This battle has not been finished, nor possibly 
will ever be finished. The fight has had its costs as well 
as its gains. 
What have been the costs of this adjustment? For 
one thing, many thousa?ds of small businesses have been 
forced out of operation through bankruptcy, liquidation or 
selling out. These casualties bB:ffe comP. about fnr varinu.s 
reasons. 
Some hB,ve gone out of business for lack of the 
. . . 
nece.ssary capital to renovate. Some have left the business 
scene because of consumer indifference to their type of 
service, such as the old time ice cream parlors. Some, like 
the neighborhood variety stores, not possessing the volume 
buying power of a large market and faced with day and night 
. . -
competition from the supermarket, cannot competitively price 
their goods, and thus lose their trade. Many of the variety 
stores and smaller food stores, however, have met the prob-
lem by joining, or forming, cooperative buying chains, and 
thus they enjoy the benefits of volume-purchasing advan~ages, 
thereby being able to offer the goods at a competitive price 
. -
and yet retain their independent management. 
Others, and by far the largest group, of the cas-
ualties are caused by inefficiency. The demise of this 
group can be seen in any metropolitan Sunday newspaper list 
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under auctions. This is the group that, though successful 
. . . . 
in the past, tightly holds on to its obsolete policies, 
. - ~ . . - . . . . .. - . . 
resisting change, and thoug:h recogn_izing trends and- chan~.-~ 
ing habits prefers not to notice them in the hope that they 
will go away. 
There are also many so-called 11fringe members" of 
- .. 
this group. These business men, though they have taken 
. . 
effective action in many ways to reeoncile their oper~tions 
to modern selling, _still cli:O.g to. one or more bygone policies. 
For example, it is not uncommon today "!_or any salesman call-
ing on a member of the retail drug trade to have the merehant 
state, 11 I can 1t possibly_ stay i..n business if' I fail to real-
- -
ize a 33 1/3% gros_s margin on sales." These people have 
seen, many at first hand, the result _of expanded_ volume by 
reasonably established margins, but they still refuse to 
aceept less themselves. More and more as time .goes on, and 
new blood and thinking enter the field, this theory dimin-
ishes.. However, it is still a major problem today, and must 
be overcome to realize full potential. One point is clear. 
If a retailer is going to _compete successfully with super-
- . 
market competition, his prices have to be somewhat in line 
on the same products, or his ent_ir~ business will suffer. 
Of course, it is rarely possible for an indepen-
dent d~uggist, or a variety store operator, to ~nter in the 
same scope as the supermarke~ s~ch programs as advertising, 
volume buying, promotional activity and such things as 
----
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variety of products. But the local merchant has this 
advantage--his scope of business is such that his overhead 
and investment is far lower than that of the supermarket 
operator. Keeping this in mind, the independent merchant, 
.. 
who, in relation to his volume, can enter in the same degree 
and still carefully control his costs and margins through 
sound judgement, is not only in an excellent position to 
hold hts volume, but also is sometimes able to improve his 
position. 
Regarding the effect on ice cream sales in the 
traditional type outlets brought about by supermarket com-
petition, however, the two main problems facing the local 
merchant are: 
The tremendous store traffic in the supermarket, 
who are exposed to the impulse power of ice cream, coupled 
with the lower price on ice cream usually found in super-
markets, form the basis on which the competitive difficulties 
arise. 
When ice cream entered the supermarket it was a 
foregone conclusion that it would have to conform to the 
severe competitive pace of food selling--which includes 
pricing. 
It was to be expected that supermarkets would 
take lower gross margins on ice cream than traditional t~es 
of outlets, and thus undersell other dealers, as happened 
in the case of many other products. 
?1 
There was also some expectation that many super-
markets would clamor for the opportunity to sell ice cream 
at even lower gross margins than 20% (unheard of before the 
advent of the supermarket), and would prefer to take 10% or 
11% in order to move big volume. 
There was also fear that ice cream prices would be 
buffeted about by supermarkets and in some cases even be 
used as a "loss leade~." 
There was no doubt that volume in the old line 
stores wouJ.d drop insofar as 11 take home" sales were 
involved as the supermarkets undersold them. The manufac-
turer would be expected to do something to reinforce as 
many of his old line accounts as he could to retain them as 
profitable ice cream dispensers. This the industry has been 
tryins to do in many cases, either by bulk ice cream promo-
tions, or by educating its old line dealers to sell ''take 
home" packaged ice cream on a self-service basis at lower 
gross margins also. 
The severity of competitive pricing in the nation's 
supermarkets was startling during the·,past year. The 
extremes to which some supermarkets have gone have not been 
- . . . 
overly general in their scope but have been sufficiently 
disturbing for the "traditional" retailers and manufacturers 
alike to show considerable concern as to the ultimate out-
qome. 
In some markets prices ~~ve held firm with only 
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the reduction in retail :pricing applied which the chains 
have been able to :pass alan~ by virtue of their lower gross 
margins and their volume buying. 
:But in others, the :pricing has of:t-en been ridicu-
lous; sometimes for only short :periodst but in some instances 
the so-called "short warsn have dragged out through most of 
the ice cream season and are being repeated from· time to tima. 
Consistently, the exclusive media of the ice cream 
industry through which an overall picture of pri~ing trends 
can be maintained, the Ice Cream Trade .Journal, for some 
. . .. --- ---- . 
months ha.s been scouting various markets all over the nation, 
checking supermarkets, newspaper ads, special tie-in price 
promotions with related products, and other checks on the 
pricing trends. 
Some of its findings have been fantastic. Some of 
the :prices at which ice cream has been and is being sold in 
supermc:.rkets have no basis in realistic costs of its manu-
facture and distribution. 
Perhaps the most outlandish example of what was 
l1appening occurred in Miami in late 1954 when the retail 
price of a :pint of ice cream was advertised at 9¢ per 
package, t-wo packages for 17¢. More recently, in Boston, 
one of the most v.ridely accepted supermarket brcmd packages 
was offered for sale at 12¢ per pint. 
Periodic promotions for a short period of time in 
which a price concession is given in one form or another, 
have long been used as a selling instrument in stimulating 
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the sale of food or other products. The dan~er that is 
present is when these promotions become permanent in charac-
ter or at least run for a longer period of time than that 
for which they were designed, or when they arouse competi-
tion to such an extent that retaliation follows with out-
right price cuts. 
But the more serious threat is that ice cream will 
be used for "footballing" purposes, and the pressure will be 
. .. 
on the traditional type outlet to take some action, or get 
out of the ice cream business. 
The supermarket has enough natural advantages in 
the way of_ traffic~ l~w gross margins, etc., to capture the 
lion 1 s share, (which it has), of the take-home business on 
ice cream as compared with other types of ice cream sales 
outlets. 
1bny supermarketst and same of the big chains, 
have been sold on the fact that they can move substantial 
volumes of ic·e cream at margins that are fair and profit-
able for all concerned, and need not resort to drastic 
measures for competitive purposes. 
!lore of this type of education needs to be done 
by the ice cream manufacturer with his supermarket customers. 
The marketing revolution, as it bE.s so frequently 
. . . 
been called, that is now taking place, can ultimately be the 
means of selling more ice cream than anyone in the industry 
has ever dreamed possible. 
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The pricing trend that is evident also means that 
lower cost in the distributing and processing of ice cream . 
products will eventually have to be found so that it can fit 
in with the fast pace of competitive food selling. This in 
turn should help the "traditional" type ice cream outlet. 
Since lower costs mean lower wholesale price~ ~t would allow 
the retailer to price his packages more attractively to the 
ultimate customer. 
The big concern of the moment a,nd in the immediate 
years ahead is to see_ that the vast_ potential possible through 
the supermarkets is achieved, but that it can be attained at 
pricing levels, both wholesale and retail, that will make for 
a sound and profitable channel of distribution, yet not 
destroy a market that has taken a century to build. 
Of course, in an objective observation of the prob-
lem, the manufacturer has an obligation of loyalty to both 
sides in the previously presented conflict. That is, the 
manufacturer must be expected to take every possible course 
of action in order to realize for each type of outlet its 
maximum potential volume of ice cream. 
If particular assistance or loyalty need be given 
at present to "one side'' or the other, it would seem that 
this loyalty should be given to the "traditional type" out-
let, not so much for the past volume, or the future poten-
tial, but for the present strength. 
Although the old line dealers have steadily 
dropped in volume and percentage of total industry se.les, 
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they still comprise more than 50% of the industryrs volum_e,_ 
and with such a share of the ice cream market still in their 
control, they command much consideration and attention. 
The ice cream manufacturer has many responsibili~ 
ties to the small independents in their efforts against the 
supermarkets. 
One of these responsibilities is that of brand 
protection. When an ice cream manufacturer sells the sa~e 
brand to both supermarket and his old. line accounts as 
opposed to a private label, he should restrict the price 
promotional activity to a reasonable degree. When any 
manufacturer puts his trade mark on a package, then sells 
the package, he does not sell the responsibility implied in 
. . . 
the trade mark. That is, it is the manufacturer's obliga-
tion to see that his trademark is accorded the prestige 
expected of it--he sells only the package, .he merely lends 
his trade mark. Thus, if one type of outlet unreasonably 
promotes the sale of a trademarked package, the other types 
should be expected to hold the manufacturer responsible for 
such a practice, and not the offending retailer. 
. . -
The ice cream manufacturer sho~ld develop his 
operations in a spirit of helping all his outlets in vari-
ous ways. One thing considered necessary by many top 
thinkers in the retail ice cream business is that ice cream 
companies should tailor their merchandising and promotional 
activities into at least two categories: the supermarket 
field, and the old line accounts field. These men feel 
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that each division has its own characteristics, and there ... 
fore each needs special c onsidera ti on on -promotional plan- · 
ning. Only too often the results of ice cream company pro-
motional activities have been simply the transference of 
volume from one type of outlet into another, rather than 
the stimulation of new sales. 
It might be wise to add at this point another 
type of protection due the. tttradi ti anal t:ypett outlet by 
the ice cream manufacturer. That is protection not only 
from the supermarket, but also from the traditional type 
outlet itself. As has been previously stated in this 
chapter, many of the old line accounts, on being confronted 
by the threat of supermarket competition, have refused to 
revamp their out-of-date thinking, entered depressed mental 
states, and in many cases have just laid down and given up 
the fight. Through an effective educational effort directed 
at this type of dealer by the manufacturer, based on an 
intelligent and analytical review of the dealerts operation, 
pricing, layout, personnel needs and problems, and the 
establishment of reasonable margins through the close 
. . 
control of costs, inventories, and overhead, many of these 
dealers could be in a much stronger position today. 
Practicall~r every ice cream salesman o-perating 
in the wholesale market today is an experienced e±pert on 
the above fields. Through his wide variety of influences 
and experiences in calling on all types of individuals, 
operating all types of businesses with all ranges of· 
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success, every ice cream salesman, and the experiences-and 
facilities of his .company, should be so set up as to offer 
these so-called consultant services at all times. These 
services would be offered not only in the interest of main-
taining th~ solvency of the acc?unts_ in question, but also 
for strengthening the :po_sition_ of a type of outlet that 
controls more than 50% of the national ice cream volume. 
. ' .. - - . 
~t has been :previously recorded that· in many 
cases, in order to. st~y Cl,bre~_st of the new buying habits and 
trends of the American consumer, it was and is-necessa~y for 
the old line dealer to modernize and renovate his estab-
lishment, so~eti:nes at considerable expense. Often the 
individual dealer does not have all the necessary capital 
to accomplish this, and many companies have considered it 
sound thinking to assist the dealer in such financing 
through loans, or expenditures, or a combination of both. 
In the great majority of cases, excellent results 
to both interests have been realized by such :policies. How-
ever, it should be noted that such a service, if abused, 
could become an actual disservice to the dealer, and has in 
the :past been the final burden that, unwisely and uninten-
tionally, has forced the dealer to go out of business. 
By overestimating the dealer's solvency or 
security, or by over extension of repayable financing to 
the dealer by the manufacturer, the only accomplishment of 
such a :practice could be the creation of an insurmountable 
?8 
burden on the dealer during such a critical period. This 
is not only a disservice to the dealer, but also to the. 
manufacturer himse~f, the industry, and the economy of the 
country as a whole. Again the importance of intelligent and 
analytical investigation of the needs of the individual 
business establishment should be emphasized and acted on· 
accordingly. No set policies should be_ dogmat_ically fol-
lowed, for each individual problem has decisive factors 
peculiar to its case. 
There is an old but true statement: 11 The quickest 
way to lose a friend is to give him more credit than he 
needs." 
How many times in the past ten years this has 
proven to be true in the case of ice cream salesJ With the 
advent of severe competition from supermarkets, many of the 
small "traditional" dealers, though faced with diminishing 
volume on many of their lines, still attempted to operate 
and live on previous levels. More and more requests to 
manufacturers were made for increased credit. The majority 
of these requests were granted, though the decisions were 
acknowledged to be unsound. The results in many cases were 
that one department was being siphoned off to meet the. 
obligations due to another department. The problem pyramided 
until the only solution was liquidation. In these experi-
ences, much of the blame for the business failures must be 
shouldered not only by the dealer and his management 
?9 
inefficiency, but also by the suppliers for their over-
liberal and unsound extension of credit. 
The times are still critical, the ice cream indus-
try is still at the crossroads, though the ultimate future 
is certain. Yet in order to realize future growth, the 
foundations must be laid in the present. The majority of 
future growth of course lies in the supermarkets, but to 
abandon the present traditional accounts to concentrate on 
the supers would, for the ice cream manufacturers, be sui-
cidal. Instead, at least for the foreseeable future, a 
careful and delicate balance of assistance and effort must 
be maintained between the two types of outlets: on the one 
hand lending every aid to the supermarkets to develop and 
realize their eventual potential in ice cream sales, and on 
the other hand protecting and insuring the profitable volume 
now existing in the old line accounts, and also realizing 
their present and future potential and volume in ice cream 
sales. 
Basically both these responsibilities can be 
resolved by the establishing by the ice cream manufacturer 
of pricing, packaging, promotional, and credit policies 
that will bring about not only short term business suc-
cesses, but also long term competitive relationships. 
CHAPTE.."q VII I 
THE EFFECT ON OTHER INDUSTRIES :BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE 
HIGH VOLUJ;IE: DISPOSITION OF ICE CREAM THROUGH THE 
S DPER1JIA..ll:KETS 
That the postwar revolution of merchandising tech-
niques and buying habits was in large part due to the emer-
gence in scale of the supermarket is rarely questioned today. 
It is likewise rarely questioned when the point is made that 
the supermarket has at one time or another gone into direct 
competition with practically every type of retail outlet in 
operation in our current time. The effects of this direct 
competition have been discussed in Chapter 7. 
However, the emergence of the supermarket onto the 
American business scene has been directly responsible for 
strong influences, both direct and indirect, on the American 
economy. 
Many of today's industries have come into being, 
been developed, or found firmer positions in their operations 
because of this specta.cular emergence. 
It was pointed out in Chapter 7 how many retailers 
were forced, in order to accurately appeal to consumer pre-
ferences and buying habits, to enter on extensive programs 
' 
of renovation and modernization. This activity was not 
restricted to the food store or neighborhood type of retail 
outlet, but embraced practically all types of retail stores, 
and has even spread into many wholesale type outlets. 
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The resulting activity of this type by retailers 
had a tremendously exhilarating effect on an industry 
already established--the store planning and fixtures 
industry. 
The stimulus given this industry by the awakening 
of the American retailer to the need to recognize and adapt 
to trends has been tremendous. Never before has this type 
of business been in such a solvent position, and the future 
is unlimited. 
Not only has the demand for modernization revivi-
fied this industry, but the renewed activity has stimuls,ted 
the aspects of new thinking, development and planning in 
such a m~.nner thP..t as quickly as a new plan or technique 
leaves the drawing board, it seems that another more 
refined and efficient type of layout planning has been 
developed. This in turn sets off a type of chain reaction 
that brings about renovat~d renovations throughout the 
retail business. Retailers are constantly calling on, and 
demanding from the store design and layout people not only 
stores designed to appeal in a greater way to the American 
consumer and his habits, but also those that incorporate 
the feeling of leisure, comfort and often luxury with 
increased efficiency and in turn lower overhead. It is an 
unending cycle. As the. designers develop new improvem~nts, 
businesses purchasing these services demand still more. 
These pressures and stimulations are developing the industry 
into one of the more important members of our economy. 
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Future strength of the engineering and layout 
industry is farily well assured through still another shift 
in trends pioneered by supermarket. That i~ the trend to 
suburban and decentralized shop~ing areas. Superma~kets, 
in an effort to maintain lower prices and still extend the 
increasing number of services they were providing, found it 
necessary to reduce overhead substantially -in order to remain 
profitable. One of the methods of overhead reduction was 
the idea of opening new locations outside of concentrated 
business centers; that is, in the suburban and rural areas. 
When this theory was presented the opponents of 
_supermarkets howled with delight, for they felt that at long 
last the supermarket had overextended itself and had mis-
judged the consumers 1 loyalty. Many experts maintained 
that customers nowadays, in a healthy and prosperous econ-
omy, would not go out of their way even by a little bit to 
patronize a distantly located supermarket. Many felt that 
the beginning of the end of the dominant role of the super-
market was here. 
Instead of following the pattern of these "pro-
phets of doom," the supermarket exhibited an entire new era 
of American retailing--that of the non-metropolitan shop-
ping center. 
Thus in another instance, the thinking and actions 
of the supermarket have vitally affected another industry--
that of the real estate operator. 
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With the success of these outside-located super-
markets, other retail establishments such as department 
stores, drug stores, hardware stores, etc. flocked around 
these locations like chicks around a mother hen. Naturally, 
real estate values rose, making the outlook of those holding 
and selling real estate much brighter. Real estate proper-
ties hitherto unattractive because of location either for 
business or residential purposes almost immediately acquired 
a new set of values. 
New and vigorous capital was poured into these 
shopping centers. Established cities and towns were not 
only faced with the problems of tremendously increased 
building and population, but also benefited from the advan-
tages of such an increase. This gives a slight indication 
of the overall general effect on the economy of the nation 
·created by the operations of the supermarket industry. 
We are, however, in this discussion, interested 
mainly in supermarket activities.and their effects in 
relation to ice cream, and in this s~here alone the super-
market has had tremendous direct effect on several indus-
tries connected with or related to the ice cream industry. 
Due to the make-up of our economy, with so much inter-
industry relationship, the indirect effects on the economy, 
as a whole, have been far reaching to sayc·,the least. There 
is in such a question enough material to treat as a sep-
arate study, and for that purpose any discussion of these 
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points will be intentionally brief and supefficial& 
The four industries most directly affected by the 
supermarket's entrance into the ice cream field have been 
the makers of ice cream manufacturing equipment; the ice 
cream package manufacturers; the manufacturers of ice cream 
storage equipment (cabinet manufacturers); and the ingredi-
ent and flavor suppliers. We shall attempt to treat these 
in that order. 
With the nature of supermarkets highlighting the 
large volume distribution of goods at low prices, ice cream 
manufacturers, like similarly affected retailers, were faced 
with a quick re-examination of their own policies, reduction 
of their manufacturing costs, and increased manufacturing 
efficiency, particularly in the field of packages. 
Due to the relatively unimportant volume of ice 
cream packages as compared to bulk ice cream, most cost 
control efforts· and improved technological procedures were 
concentrated on bulk ice cream machinery and operations. 
With the sudden jump in ice cream packages 
through the supermarkets, ice cream manufacturers, in order 
to meet the requirements of the supermarkets with their con-
cept of lower retail prices, were forced to focus their 
attention on the packaging phase of their business. over-
head was studied along with methods and machinery efficiency. 
out of this study the knowledge of a need of almost complete 
-
revamping in the packaging operat16ns in the ice cream 
industry was disclosed. 
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It was not uncommon, previous to World War II, to 
find many ice cream companies putting up packaged ice cream 
on a hand filled operation. 
Through close cooperation between the machinery 
manufacturers, package manufacturers and the ice cream indus-
try, new improvements began almost at once. New-type auto-
matic machinery has been developed so that at the present 
time, packages are taken from the supply, opened, filled, 
closed, and conveyed to a freezing room; then bagged, 
labeled, and stacked, all in one continuous operation, 
automatically and under the control of one operator. The 
new thinking and techniques necessarily developed for these 
improvements have been spectacular indeed. Nor is the 
change and improvement complete. With the introduction of 
electronics into industry, great new horizons have been 
opened up to all three of these groups, and with the poten-
tials offered by nuclear energy, the future is seemingly 
unlimited. However, it was basically the supermarket activ-
ities that provided the necessity and impetus to these 
industry advancements. 
Many surveys have been made regarding the impulse 
buying value of food pacl~ges in a supermarket. The most 
common finding of these surveys is that the average food 
package, under the self ... servf"ce concept of today's retail 
selling, has fifty-seven seconds to sell itself to the 
consumer over a competitive brand or item. 
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In the case of ice cream, it has been found since 
in by far the most instances, that this item is considered 
generically by the consumer rather than by trade name or by 
flavor or variety. It has also been found through survey 
results that ice cream as such is given only about seven-
teen secondsf consideration time by the consumer to sell 
itself. Faced with and recognizing this tremendous impulse 
requirement, the package suppliers have faced a real chal-
lenge to develop silent salesmen to perform with acceptable 
results under these restrictions. The indication of their 
progress, research, and findings are shown by the number of 
times most ice cream companies have changed the shape and 
design of their packages since 1946. Observe today in any 
self-service store the variety not only in flavors, but 
also in sizes of packages, specialty items and attention-
arresting messages now displayed by the ice cream manu-
facturers. Nor has progress ended. With the constant 
demand by supermarket operators for new and better pack-
ages, and more varieties, the ice cream manufacturers are 
forced to rely more and more on the paclmging industry for 
newer thinking and continued development to maintain the 
competitive position of ice cream. 
It has been said many times, in the self service 
concept of selling, tha·t the best product in the best pack-
age is practically worthless if it lacks adequate display. 
This was the underlying problem in the challenge given the 
8? 
ice cream cabinet manufacturers when they were told: "Give 
us cabinets that will not only display, but also sell our 
packages in retail stores." The problem was not easy, nor· 
has it yet been completely solved by the equipment manufac-
turers. Behind the assignment were many involved problems 
of desien, refrigeration limitations, costs, and size. The 
early self service ice cream cabinets usually were found to 
have some type of a see-through removable lid. Without these 
covers, loss of refrigeration could cause a melting or 
softening of ice cream and therefore a loss in quality. 
With the premium value of supermarket floor space, 
space limitation was a factor. Ice cream manufacturers, 
who were usually expected to supply equipment to accounts, 
were naturally wary of over-investing capital in a somewhat 
new and unproven field. However, as time passed on these 
obstacles were either overcome, or else reduced in size to 
make real and solid advancement possible. It is doubtful 
that progress in this allied industry will stop in the fore-
seeable future. For as ice cree~ proved itself to super-
markets as a volume, high margin item, ~nd, in turn, suyer-
markets proved themselves in the ice cream picture, more 
packages and wider selections opened up more floor space. 
Ice cream companies recognized the economic fact 
that it was less expensive to supply one large, fairly 
costly piece of equipment, based on service, depreciation, 
and sales volume, than it was to supply two or more lower 
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priced but smaller cabinets. 
With this happening, equipment manufacturers and 
refrigeration men have developed todayts magnificent iow 
temperature cabinets with open tops, glass fronts, self-
defrosting features until today they are not only storage 
units for ice cream, but also highly efficient silent sales-
men along with the packages they contain. 
Since the "golden age of packages" was intro-
duced some ten years ago, all thinking in the ice cream 
industry has been aimed at the one goal: 11By meeting the 
seventeen second selling limit we must offer everything the 
consumer desires--price, quality, availability, and con-
venience. '' 
Flavor manufacturers and ingredient suppliers have 
also been directly affected by the superm.:;,rket sales of 
packaged ice cream, not only from the standpoint of larger 
volume requirements, but also for other reasons. 
One of the main effects, of course, is the constant 
demand of the supermarket operators for something new and 
different to offer the consumer. The old standard flavors 
in ice cream are still the most popular, but countless new 
novelty flavors have been introduced, all pointed to one 
motive--the impulse-buying motive, so vitally connected 
with ice cream. So important is this motive; in fact, that 
the ice cream industry now sponsors a flavor-of-the-month 
promotion, whereby a new flavor each month o·f the year is 
introduced and aggressively promoted for that period. 
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Not only is the emphasis on new flavors, but-also 
new forms of ice cream have come into being. Item-s such as 
nut rolls, party rolls, tarts, ice cream pies, ice creal!l 
cakes, ice cream and cake rolls, sultana rolls, ice milk and 
dozens of other ice cream and specialty items--all, of course, 
have a direct bearing on the business condition of flavor 
manufacturers and ice crea.p1 ingredient suppliers. 
However, these people are affected in a somewhat 
different manner, and this is interesting to note at this 
·po'int. 
For many decades, in fact until the establishment 
of the supermarket B,s an ice cream outlet, the standby and 
profit maker of the ice cream industry was bulk ice cream, 
dispensed mainly through drug stores and soda fountain 
shops. 
With the growth of the supermarket this pictUre 
naturally was changed, with the annual volume of bulk still 
on the down grade. 
In an effort to enjoy the volume on both types 
of ice cream--package and bulk--and since bulk is the more 
profitable still to produce and distribute, the ice cream 
associations and the suppliers directly connected with the 
bulk ice cream business have entered a very comprehensive 
program of bulk sales promotion and stimulation. Special 
flavor promotions have been set up for this item as well as 
tie-in sales, premium offers, new techniques--all designed 
to make bulk ice cream more popular to the consumer too. 
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These developments must also be directly attributed 
to the influence of the supermarket. 
The term "inter-industry" was used earlier in this 
writing. What clearer example could there be of the sensi-
tive balance between groups of our economy than the fore-
going? When such far reaching effects and problems are 
created by the introduction of one product or service into 
the field, such as the entry of ice cream into supermarkets, 
the complete influence of a new industry, i. e. the super-
market industry, entering its effect on the economy of the 
nation as a whole, cannot be argued or denied. 
.CHAPTER IX 
TEE ICE CREAM INDUSTRY TODAY, AND ITS FUTURE 
According to the latest obtainable data, the per 
capitc.".production of ice cream in this country ree::.ched its 
peak in 1946, with an average of 5.1 gallons. By 1950 it 
had dropped to 3.67 gallons, but by 1953 it was up again to 
3.83 gallons .. x The latest estimates indicate there might 
have been a very slight decrease since then. The question 
a good many of the industry's leaders have been asking 
themselves is, "Will future increases in ice cream consump-
tion have to depend· on population increases or are there 
. . 
still possibilities of significant gains in the per capita 
consumption of this food?" 
While the rate of ice cream consumption in recent 
years may seem discouraging to some, it need not be so if 
the two high years, 1946 and 1947, are not considered. Our 
population at that time was living in a period of postwar 
celebration, homecomings, and readjustment to civilian life. 
Money was reasonably plentiful, and this fact, combined with 
the festive mood of the population, made for unusual demands 
for a food the.t is always pop~lar for special occasions .. 
Therefore, there is some justification for not considering 
the years 1946 and 1947 as normal •. 
From 1930 through 1934 the per capita rate decreased 
x3o, PP· 9-lo. 
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from 2.08 gallons to 1.51 gallons. These were the depres-
sion years, when the demand for ice cream was affected by a 
reduced purchasing power. Prom 1935 through 1939 the per 
capita production increased from 1.?2 gallons to 2.34 
gallons. From 1940 through 1944 again there was an increase 
from 2.41 to 3.35 gallons. This increase took place in 
spite of the difficulties and restrictions of war times, 
showing how important ice cream is as a morale builder to a 
population beset with the trials and anxieties of its 
country at war. 
The next five year period included the peak years 
of 1946 and 1947. In this·period the per capita production 
rose from. 3.6 gallons in 19i5 to 5.10 gallons the following 
year and then gradually dropped to 3.75 gallons in 1949. 
The low point was reached in 1950, after which the fi~ures 
started to rise until in 1953 the per capita production was 
back to 3.83 gallons, a figure higher than any year prior 
to 1946. 
Considering longer time intervals, the per capita 
. ~ . . . ' 
production in 1920 for ice cream was 1.62 gallons, but 20 
years later it was up 49%, and by 1953 the increase over 
the 1920 figure was 136%. 
This overall picture of the industry has an 
optimistic tone. Certainlv there is nothing to become 
panicky or even discouraged about. Ice cream eating habits 
are firmly entrenched in this country, and the trend is 
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still toward a higher per capita use of this great American 
food. 
There are some storm signals about, indicating 
that the management forces of the industry should be ever. 
alert that their enterprise does not suffer. Nearly every-
thing in our economic and social system. has been undergoing 
a change. Changes do not necessarily mean that a catas-
trophe is about to stri~e. Changes are inevitable. They 
have been taking place ever since man was able to think. 
The only difference is that most changes take place more 
rapidly now than they ever have before. While the future 
is not too bright for the manufacturers in the industry who 
resist changes and refuse to read the stor.m signals, those 
who are alert to what is taking place and who have the 
courage to make the adjustments necessary to keep abreast 
of the changing times should be able to proceed with a 
feeling of confidence. 
In 1952 approximately one-half the ice cream pro-
duced in this country was made in seven states--Pennsylvania, 
New York, California, Ohio, Illinois, Michigan and Texas, in 
which states lived less than·half (44%) of the people of 
this country. The eight leading states in the per capita 
:production of ice cream this same year produced 5.12 gallons 
.. .. 
per capita. The eight states with the lowest production per 
capita averaged 1.87 gallons. These states were Wyoming, 
Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, New Mexico, lfississippi, 
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Arkansas, and South Carolina. (See Table X.) 
The question might be raised why the people in 
some states consume on the average more ice cream than :people 
in other sections of the country. A check of the low :pro-
ducing states would not indicate that people in sections 
having warmer weather necessarily consume more ice cream 
for, with the exception of Wyoming, all the states in the 
lowest producing group are in the South, whereas the eight 
leading states are all located in the North. 
Purchasing power is a very important factor in 
ice cream consumption, as is indicated by the fact that the 
per capita production figure in 1929 was ~.28 gallonst while 
in 1933 it was 1.30 gallons, a reduction of 43% due to the 
recession which took place in the early thirties. 
People liked ice cream just as much in 1933 as 
they did in 1929, but their ability to buy was more limited. 
In this eonnection, figures :published by the u. s. 
Department of Commerce in 1952 on the total per capita income 
payments to individuals are of interest. (See Table X.) 
The eight states with the highest per capita ice 
cream production in 1952 had a higher per cnpita income in 
all cases than did the eight states with the lowest per 
capita ice cream production. 
The eight leading states produced a qtiart of ice 
cream for every ~0.74 per capita income, while in the low-
est producing states a quart of ice cream was produced for 
TABLE X 
Total Per Capita Income Payments to Individuals 
(1952) 
Grou_p AX Income in Dollars 
Delaware • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2,260 
Montana • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,679 
Wisconsin • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,649 
Minnesota • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,491 
Indiana • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,685 
Massachusetts • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,749 
Rhode Island ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1,655 
xThe leading states in ice cream production per capita 
Grou,p Bxx ~ome in Dollars 
Wyoming 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1,607 
Alabama • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,012 
Georgia • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,137 
Kentucky ••••.•...•...•••••....•.•••••••• 1,135 
New 'Mexico • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,131 
lli ssi ssi:ppi • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 818 
Arkansas • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 951 
South Carolina ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1,099 
XXThe states with lowest :per capi'ta ice cream 
production. 
Source: U. s. Department of Commerce. 
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every ~1.52 per capita income. In other words, a certain 
point must be reached in income befor_e the head of the house ... 
hold decides to purchas~ it&ns which may be deemed luxuries, 
the purchase of which may preferably be postponed until the 
wants for more essential items have been satisfied. 
Though from a nutritional point of view ice cream 
is an excellent food, it is in reality the pleasant taste 
that has made possible the wide consumer demand and accept-
ance of the product. For years resenrch has been carried on 
by our educational and govern~ent agencies as well as our 
larger corporations with the idea of finding ways of increas-
ing the consumer•s acceptance of commercial ice cream. The 
physical make~up of the finished product has been improved 
through better control of composition, processing of the 
mix, and freezing techniques. New and improved flavors have 
been developed to please the whims of a wider ranee of 
buyers. 
Eut in spite of the progress made to improve· con-
sumer acceptance there still remain some members of the 
industry who do not fully appreciate the value of maintain-
ing a uniformly high quality product year in and year out. 
The quality issue cannot be handled as some people do their 
religion--under control one day a week. A few slips in 
quality and the company has a reputation that takes months 
or even years to live do~1. That big companies appreciate 
the importance of quality is indicated by their efforts to 
--- - - - -- - - ~- - ~- -- -- ~ --- - -~-- -- - - --
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establish brand names, and their attempts through advertis~ 
ing to associate their :particular brand. with quality. 
The majority of :people use ice cream because they 
have a desire for something cool, refreshing and tasty, or 
because they want it to serve at a special occasion where 
quality is of :paramount importance. In a survey made by 
Alfred Politz Research, Inc. as reported by the American 
Dairy Association, it was found that of those shoppers 
interviewed, 30.1% were influenced by flavor, 24.1% by 
brand, and only 7.4% by :price when buying ice cream.x 
The acceptance of 11 vegetable fat ice cream 11 in 
the markets where it is sold is. a fairly accurate measure-
ment of the im:p!>rtance of :price. The use of the substitute 
fat does not result in a :product of any special merit 
except for a :possible price differential. Consequently, it 
can be assumed that those who buy this ·frozen dessert con-
taining the substitute fat do so because it is cheaper. 
That this is true is borne out by the fact that, 
during the :past year, in the markets where the :price of ice 
cream is brought down closer to that of the imitation type 
of product, less of the latter was sold. 
Price is of importance :primarily to the marginal 
buyer. An adjustment in pri.ce downward, therefore, will 
bring into the market the submarginal buyer who has hitherto 
refrained from purchasing ice cream because of :price. 
X28, p:p. 7-8. 
-, - --- - - ~ - -- ~ -~~ ~ -- -
- -·-* 
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As has been pointed out after interviewing 750 
members of several consumer groups in metropolitan Chicago, 
"Housewives in the low income group use all the ice cream 
they can afford, but those in the high income group use 
little cominercial ice cream, preferring to make their own 
at home."X The intermediate group, according to Mrs. 
Fribley, use the bulk of the ice cream sold. This slirvey 
was made in 1938 and, of course, does not represent the 
situation as it exists today, especially as regards the 
high income groups, because of the change that has taken 
place since 1938 in the availability of household workers. 
However, the fact remains that increased sales will come 
largely from the people making up the middle class. The 
problem then becomes one of coaxing more dollars out of 
the food budget of these people. 
In the Fribley report it was emphasized that the 
housewife would use more ice cream if it were made more 
available without increasing the cost. Since that time 
(1938) there has been a rapid expansion in the supermar-
kets throughout the United States, and 99.5% of these 
stores feature ice cream. The success of the food store as 
an outlet establishes the importance of availability as a 
factor in expanding the market for ice cream. The success 
I 
of vending machines, frozen dessert stores, street vendors, 
etc. is further evidence that impulse buying plays an 
important part in selling ice cream. Further developments 
x6, p. 222. 
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along this line will depend upon the ingenuity of the dairy 
engineers and the vision of dairy sales managers. Means 
must be found through the development of gadgets or through 
the media of advertising to keep the consumer interested in 
ice cream and to make its purchase a simple matter. 
Since impulse buying plays such an important part 
in the sale of food products in the modern supermarket, the 
size, shape and appearance of the ice cream package becomes 
a matter of paramount importance. Container manufacturers 
are fully aware of the need for package improvements and 
already much progress has been made. Too often the ideas 
of the production manager or the owner of the company deter-
mine package design. This is a matter best left to experts 
who have studied consumer reactions. and have good evidence 
as to what type of package will attract the buyer and lead 
to a sale. 
There are some differences of opinion as to the 
mo'st effective means of advertising. Certainly, point~o:f_~~-·-·. 
; -:--- ' 
sale merchandising eff qrts pay off, but permission to,::.·Q.ib,i-a~~ · · 
""- ~- . 
::.... ..• c. - . •, 
play the advertising material-in a store is someti~ef 
-:.. ~ 
difficult to obtain. Radio and television are both~effectiv..e 
-_,_ ;; -~ 
- .4"f' -:: _.....,. 
Give-away sales programs are..~~ot 
,.· __..'·':'.>._ ....# • ·--
but expensive methods. 
-~-: ~ :_· ·:...-:; ~--=.: ,._ .... ;:=>"~ ~. 
only illegal in same states but are frowned upon by n:rcin¥ ~ ~, ... ~ 
retailers. Larger organizations effectively use local 
newspapers and magazines. Whatever the approach used to 
catch the consumerts interest in ice cream·, it should be 
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kept in mind that there are at least 100,000,000 people in 
the country who are sufficiently well educated to appreci-
ate an intelligent sales approach, whether it be made by 
radio, television, or the printing press. 
Education continues to play an increasingly 
important part in our lives. Intelligent advertising can be 
considered as an educational approach to convince prospec-
tive consumers. School programs, plant trips, magazine and 
newspaper advertising, printed articles, public addresses, 
and radio and television talks are some of the more commonly 
used methods for informing peor>le of the nutritional value 
of ice cream, and of the findings of· scientific workers who 
are ever striving to improve this food. 
The increase in per capita consumption of ice 
cream that has taken place since World War I can be attrib-
uted to a large extent to our higher standard of living, for 
when people have sufficient purchasing power to indulge in 
expenditures beyond the necessities of life, ice cream has a 
position high up· on the list of extras that these people will 
buy.· A comparison of I1Tr. Average Person of 1955 with the 
same person of 1925 shows the advancement of our standard of 
living. There are 45,000,000 cars, (one for each family), 
travelling our highways today:. About two-thirds of the 
American families have television sets. 1~ny homes have air 
conditioning units. The great middle class lives in about 
the same manner as does the upper class, though they do not 
- - -~ -- -- ---- - -~-- -~-- -~--
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spend as much for the luxuries they buy. 
The worker 1 s family today is in many ways living 
better than the rich family did in 1929. He has the oppor-
tunity to eat food that is more nutritious. The super-
market supplies him with a great variety of foods, many 
ready prepared, and out-of-season items that were not 
available even to those with high purchasing power in 1929. 
Electrical appliances for the modern home are aimed at 
making life easier for the middle class, with more time for 
leisure. 
In 1929 the bulk of the families earned enough to 
buy the mere necessities of life. Now, by the use of 
machines, labor is able to produce more goods per man hour. 
Consequently a pay check will buy more. In 1929 over 60% 
of the families made less than $3,000 per year (in 1953 
values) whereas today over 60% of the families make more 
than $3,000 per year. Over 50% are making between $3,000 
and $7,500 annually. 
In looking ahead, one must realize that the great 
advance in purchasing power by the working class since 1929 
was due in part to the e~istence of a war economy. We are 
still in the throes of a "cold war. 11 We are also on the 
verge of many new developments, the completion of which 
will maintain a high level of employment for many years. 
As we raise the standard of living, wants increase in even 
greater proportion. The demand for new and better homes, 
finer furnishings, improved transportation systems, and 
better entertainment, clothing and food will make for a 
continued prosperity. Remember that it is the American 
way to always want something better. That goes for ice 
cream·as well as automobiles. 
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There are so many reasons why people should buy 
ice cream, so many people who do not buy as much as they 
could afford, and so many new potential buyers through 
population increase each year, (about 2.3 million), that 
there is no reason to doubt the possibility of continued 
growth in the ice cream industry. It 'till be the industry 1 s 
responsibility, however, to continue to improve its methods 
in order to produce a better product in the most economical 
manner possible, and to be able not only to hold its own in 
the ever increasing competition for the consumer's dollar, 
but to continue to improve its own competitive position. 
CHAPTER X 
CONCLUSION 
That the supermarket, and its methods of selling, 
has had a telling and evidently lasting effect on the ice 
cream industry, is a fact that is outstandingly clear to 
even the casual observer. 
The ice cream industry and its relationship with 
the supermarket have not, as yet, reached their highest 
poi·nt. Rather, the industry is at the crossroads, with 
three avenues open to it to travel. 
The ice cream industry, in considering its future 
with the supermarket, could follow one extreme, abandon all 
other types of distribution, and tie rn with the super-
market 100%. This of course is too fantastically extreme 
to treat, other than to term it suicidal. 
A second approach is equally illogical. That is 
to ignore the supermarket industry and continue "business 
as usual." A few companies have actually entered this type 
of thinking, but their sales pictures show a continual 
decline in their share of the market, as well as a diminish-
ing return on investment. 
The third and most logical policy to develop on 
the part of an ice cream manufacturer is that which is 
generally beine; practiced by the industry now. Tbat is, 
to recognize the supermarket as a development of the 
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American economy, and as a channel of distribution that not 
only maintains tremendous sales volume, but, more important, 
stimulates buying motives through impulse, thus creating new 
sales, and new demands, instead of merely transferring vol-
ume from one type of outlet to another. 
With these thoughts in mind, it is indicated that 
only through careful application of sound business judge-
ment, and specialized merchandising and sales promotio~~l 
efforts toward not only one type of account, but all channels 
of distribution involved in the sale of ice cream, lies the 
answer to a sound future through increased sales and returns. 
There are several points that should be considered, 
however, for the sake of caution. 
There is a question being asked with increasing 
frequency in the ice cream industry: 11Have we created a 
Frankenstein in the supermarket? 11 The basis of this fear 
is the growing list of demands by the supermarket opera tor 
on the ice cream manufacturer, resulting in the increase in 
investment of the account, or in lowering the manufacturer's 
price in antic ipR,ti on of future gallonage increases. Con-
cerning the demands for additional benefits--be they in 
equipment, service, advertising facilities or whatever--
a careful study of the individual case is of course neces-
sary. This study must be guided by a firm, intelligently-
worked-out policy that embraces the general !Jroblerns of 
the industry. 
- - - - --- - -- -- - ~ - --------
£2 
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Regarding certain price benefits that are often 
requested, it must be remembered that the nature of a super-
market operator :preaches that lower :prices are volume build-
ers. However, the adage, "Lower :prices do not, in them-
selves, necessarily sell more ice cream," holds true in this 
discussion. The responsibility, however, is on the ice cream 
manufacturer to develop volume building merchandising and 
advertising programs that can satisfy as much as possible 
the desires of the operator for continual growth 'in his ice 
cream department. Through such efforts, the problem of 
lower prices can be reduced. Otherwise, the industry will 
be faced with price reduction after price reduction, or 
suffer the loss of choice floor locations in the stores. 
These same problems and necessary policies are 
also experienced in the consideration of the "traditional" 
type of outlet. These dealers, seeing so much of their 
store traffic going elsewhere, attempt in many cases to 
compete on the same price levels with their rivals, some-
times with higher priced, higher quality merch..andise. To 
this type of dealer, the manufacturer not only owes the 
respect and gratitude of years of profitable association, 
but with future stability in mind must develop programs in 
merchandising and se,les promotion designed with the :pr·ob-
lems and requirements of this type of d€aler particularly 
in mind. In other words, each type of outlet needs help 
on a continuing basis. One, the supermarket, needs help to 
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continue to grow and reach its true potential. The estab-
lished or 11 traditional 11 ty:pe needs the manufacturer's 
assistance primarily to maintain its present volume, and to 
uncover the methods that will lead in turn to increased 
volume. 
What are some of these methods that might be used 
to help these dealers? Help could come through various ideas. 
The basic needs, of course, are well planned, hard-hitting 
merchandising programs designed to increase not only store 
traffic and sales, but, more important, to increase the per 
capita consumptron of ice cream. 
The supermarket is a means of increasing in hom~ 
consumption of ice cream, while drug stores, road stands,. 
ice cream parlors, etc. will eventually concentrate on the 
impulse market, i. e. the in store consumption of ice cream. 
A start toward developing such a sound merchand ... 
ising program for bulk ice cream promotions has already been 
made in New England. 
In 1953, in New Haven, Connecticut, the ice cream 
manufacturers in that area formed the "New Haven Ice Cream 
Committee." This committee, in utilizing coopexative and 
combined advertising, alone with new thinking, have suc-
ceeded in developing renewed enthusiasm for bulk ice cream 
in the minds of both retailers an~ consumers. 
Such ideas as new flavors, tfiple~header ice 
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cream cones, "banana boats," and other "gimmick" type pro ... 
grams have proven the potential and demand still possessed 
by bulk ice cream. This is the correct type of thinking, 
but it is necessary t1~t it be carried out on a much wider 
range, with a great deal.more continuity • 
. , 
Each of the different types of outlets has a 
right to expect this type of assistance. In the absence of 
such aids, are the demands that are unsettling to many of 
the ice cream manufacturers surprising? 
As was previously stated, the ice cream industry 
now stands at the crossroads. There is no doubt tP~t the 
supermarkets will continue to occupy the role as the largest 
distributors of ice cream, but the degree to which this will 
be accomplis~ed is still unceTtain. There is a gradual 
decline of the "traditional" types of outlets, both in 
number and in volume. The balance point has yet to be 
reached. However, the trends are apparent, and in the 
interests of the industry and the retail outlets for ice 
cream, firm foundations must be laid now in order that the 
true potential from all outlets can be developed. 
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